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MANUAL ON STANDARD PRACTICE FOR SURVEYS OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

PREFACE 

0.1 Resources devoted to R. and D. 

Resources devoted to rese~rch and development activity have been growing 

rapidly over the last decade. This is true of all Member countries of the 0.E.C.D. for 

which data are available, and also of such important non-Member countries as the Soviet 

Union and Japan. Whilst the measures of this activity are still unsatisfactory in some 
respects, there is no doubt about the fact of this rapid growth. Furthermore, all the 

indications are that this expansion will continue throughout the 1960s. 

As a result} substantial resources are now being devoted to research and 
development activity in most industrialised countries. Expressed as a ratio R. and D. 

amount in many cases to more than 1 per cent of the Gross National Product, in the case 

of the United States of America to about 3 per cent of the Gross National Product. The 

proportion of national budget expenditures devoted to research and development is con

siderably higher, as the state is the principal source of finance for research activity 

in most countries. In the United States of America, in the 1961-1962 financial year, 

11 per cent of the Federal Budget Expenditure was for the finance of research and 

development. 

0.2 The Lag in R. and D. Statistics 

Following this rapid increase in the scale of R. and D. activity, but lagging 

somewhat behind it, has come a significant shift in the emphasis of economic thought. 

Along with increased attention to the problems of economic growth, there has been a 

rising interest in the economics of research, development and innovation. This change 

of emphasis is perhaps long overdue. Indeed, Professor Jewkes has pointed out in hjs 

study of the Sources of Invention, that it is a mystery that so little attention was 

given to invention and innovation by economists in the first half of this century(l). 

Perhaps one of the reasons for this apparent neglect was the almost complete lack of any 

reliable statistics. As long as no statistics were available, applied economic research 

was hamstrung, and theoretical economics was confined to rather limited and abstract 

generalisations. The statistics are still very inadequate. Most countries still 

devote far more attention to the measurement of the number of chickens they possess, 

their rate of lay and the price of eggs, than they do to the measurement of the number 

of research scientists and technicians, their output and their cost. 

is beginning to change. 

But the picture 

One of the best surveys of research and development which has yet been made 

was that done in Iceland in 1960. Another excellent survey was carried out in the 

Netherlands in 1960-1961. These two examples could serve as models for other countries 

which have been slower in getting to grips with this problem. It is to be hoped that 
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this manua1- will serve as an additioncil spur, for there is an urgent need Jor these 

statistics in all countries. The greater the number of countries which conduct surveys, 

and the longer the time series which are available, the more useful they w:ill become. 

O. 3 '_rhe Need for Sto.ndardj.sation 

However, some national surveys differ significantly in scope and metbods, and 

to a lesser extent, in definitions. They differ, for example, in their treatment of the 

social sciences and humanities, of capital expenditure and depreciation, of patents and 

licensing, of geological and geographical exploration and survey work, R.nd man,v other 

points. These differences make international comparison di.fficuJt and have led to aIJ 

increasing need for some attempt at standardisation, as in the case of other economj_c 

statistics, such as foreign trade, industrial product.ion and national ].ncome. 

The O.E.C.D. has taken an interest in this question for several years. Already 

in 1957, the Committee for Applied Research of the former Eu_ropean Productivity Agency 

began to convene meetine;s for discussion of methodological problems between Member 

countries. Aris in!'; from these meetings an "Ad Hoc" Group of expert::o~ was set up under 

the Committee for Applied Research, specifically to <?tudy surveys or Research and Develo-p-

ment expenditure. The Technical Secretary of this Group, Drs. ,T _C. Gcrritser~, prepaTed 

two detailed case studies on definitions and methods em1)loyed in the meas~1rement of 

R. and D. in the Government Sectors of the Un:i.ted Kj_ng-dom and France and later, of the 

United States and Canada. Other members of the Group assisted j.n these comparj sons and 

circulated papers describing the methods and results of surveys in their own co1.mtr-Les. 
In 1961, the Directorate for Sc:ientific Affairs took over th].s part of the work of the 

European Productivity Agency, and as a result of t:C.e experience which bad been accumu

lated, felt that the time was ripe to make specific _proposals for standardisat]on. 

It was decided at the meeting of the 11 Ad Hoc 11 Group in February 1962 to convene 

a Study Conference on the Technical problems of R. and D. measurement. In preparation 

for this Co~erence the Directorate for Scientific Affajrs appointed a consuJ.tant 1 Mr. 
C. Freeman, to prepare a draft document which was then circulated to Member countries in 

the Autumn of 1962 and revised in the light of their comments. 'rhis Ma::n_~s_l was discus

sed, revised and unanimously accepted by experts from the O.E.C.D. Member countries at a 

meeting held at Frascati, Italy, from 17th-21st June, 1963. 

0.4- Ot,iects of this Manual 

It is hoped that this manual-will serve two purposes; 

(i) As a framework to facilitate international comparisons. National practice 
will of course continue to vary, but these variations may be gradually 

reduced, and at least become measureable in terms of an international stan
dard. 

The manual takes into account the results of all the na-t.ional surveys so far 

available, but the standardised scheme, which it proposes, dif_-rers j_n some respects from 

all of them. It attempts to incorporate the best features of existing prr-ict}ce but to 

avoid over-elaboration. There must always be some compromise between whA.l i_s theorcti-

cally most desirable, and what is actually possibJe in practi_cal terms. This scheme 

takes into account that many countries are only just embarking on their first surveys, 

and in some respects it is a deliberate simplifica~ion. 'l1here will certa:\_nly be surveys 
which go beyond the standard framework in particular detailed fields of j_nvest}_gation. 

It may be that as international experience accumulates, more elaborate standards can be 
established. The scheme proposed here provides only for the first stages of seriQUS 
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i.nterna ~ ). oED.l compv.r:L son. On the other hand there will also !)8 countries whlch are 

unr;;1i.l.t~ to make :::uJ:'ve;ys on such an arnbi tious scale as thnt env:i.so.r-:;e11 be re, or: only d..:.i 

It is to be hoped that this manuo.l will i.1.c·\rc·('thelcss p.r·oviLle n 

.fr;;.rnewo:cl;;: of reJerence for ,'Juch countries 1 so tho.t their nucces::-d.vc .c;nrveys may grad11Hlly 

appro.JCUIJtttv to the ~1cbP.me proposed. here 1 and will .in any case be b:rot:i.dly Gnns"i.ste:ut w:L~.;h 

i.t, ,~·vcn i.l" ·ies~~ rJ.et:;~J11ed in mo..ny respects. 

c~.i) As a ~:t5.mu1u.c; to th,JSE eour.l:~rj.e:s1 whj_eh b"]Ve .not~ ye·I; be~_i;un W(irk 111. 1;h.l:C' 

fj(<Ld, to s·L;o.r·t it, and. to thosr;:; who hnve begm1~ to continue it mo.re 

systema t.i.c::i.lly ~ anll on en :Lncreusecl scalr~. 

t. ,~:·1~a.r·t ha .. s been made. A majority of the Member cou.utrie!3 of the O.E.C.D. 

havi,· nvw ~onducted or a:r·e co.nducting surveys of research and developrrtent. Othc)f.'S, wtd.c,.b. 

have not hithe:r.to ·und•~rtaken such SLLrvcys, are seriously contemplating th:\.s ste!), ao.(: in 

~ome eases have requested ussistanci~ from the O.E.C.D. One o.f the reasons for· the 

reJ.1;1 tl veJ.y .slo\ti progress :Ls that there are Gom8 d.ifficul t tr:!ehnical problems to <;olve. 

But .i.t .i.:> po.s~;ible to over--estirr.ate these difficulties. T·hey are in fac!t greatest in 

la:re~e indu!::itrj.all.sed countries. In the u.nJerdeveloped countries hllC1 iu swull countr.ies 1 

t;hc r!i.easl.l1.'ement of L'e;.;ources devoted to ref;earch ru1d development 1.s simpler and pro·bf:lbly 

mvr\) acGura·ce, bec.:.i.u::c this actj.vity is concentrated in o. very small number of orgu.D:\.sH~· 

t.i.ons, fl :1 l nf which C8.n be interviewed. 

1.l':tii::; 11ia.uu11:-t dor:s Eot. a.ttcmpt to lay down deta.\.Jed standards for ~:2..'.:::.'.::~~~f'..:~ .i.n 

c::u':-:yj_JLt"<; r.1nt :::iat.Jonti.J .SUl'V8,'{S Of n. Bnd. D. Whereas 1)l'iHGipl8S) di:-:fJ.nitions, COt1·\i8t1.·t:Lon~; 

itJi(l el<-ct;sl.r:i.cal.:.io11 ca11 to some extent be standardised 1 procedure GH.nnot. 

8..JrpJ.'Of..:c.'n Go respondent:.:;, o:c (J.f. standard 9ue.stionnaires, or sampling technir.iueH. 

j_n -':"I. .se_p!!·•.'fl"l;t-; publication 1 the quest:i.on.naircs and instructions usecl in Member co11nl.;r:l.es 

are beiiig U~'scmbl(~,1, ·~oti;ethe:c with some notes and thef;e will be availe.ble as a sup_plr:~-· 

me!ltary 'iJ d. 'j:hu~_;; ·;;he manuaJ sliou:Ld bt: .regarded 

a"i.d ::.n tili=; µrepvrat:i.on of 13ur.·veys and c:ompa1.·ative 

pr.i.mari ly a~.> au :~:.:nt.~illc,ctua.l __ !.?._r:i~L

m1aJ.y~:;is of tbf)ir :··esults. 

'l'he National Sc:i.e.uce Ji'ou:r.tdation de::;erves great credit for it has pionet:.:.rec;. the 

r;ys·i;cmat;i(~ measuremen·t; o.f R. and JJ., although this task ~as probably mo:r.·e diffi.:.;ult j_n 

the Un:5.ted f:Jtates tha-r.. auywhere else. 111his manual owes a great deal to the work of --che 

Nationa.l Sc:iencfi Ii'oundatlon on the methodology oJ R~ and D. statistics, anti :i.u particular 

to the able su11unar:y or this experience by Dr. J·. Perlman, in his paper at Clevelln1a i.11 

:i!'ebruary, J9C:>2(2). But it iG by no means exclusively based on the work done in the 

Un.i·(;ed SGa"Les. 1.rhe :.'l.utllo:r:-'s own ~x-p;::rience o.n the F.B.I. Survey o.f research and 

d.evsl01 .. m1eri:i; in Britisb ind1:str,y(3) was a fruiti\.tl source of ideas; so alf:;O w-er·e his d:l .. 

cussj_on~> with Btat:ist:l.cjans and scien·~ist.s in several other Member countr.i.1~~;; ~~nd the 

ee:;:-i.i.r.;r work by the 0.E.C.D. Commit1;eo for Se:i.enti.fic Ref->eu:rch, and j.t:-3 p1·:~d.CGl':::3~:o:r·, tht) 

Couirn:itter~ .L"or Applied. Hesenrch an . .:'l o.f D:r.'. E. Hudd of the D.f,.I.R. 'l'han.ki; 11.::e rlue :~l~·•n 

f;r; ~;he D:i.1'<::·2.to.r ci.C the National Jnst:Ltute .for .1'--:conomic and Soci~;..l Re~~earch fr.q· mcd:.:·c,;:, 

Vi:r.'. i'rf~·::rnnn avu.iJ.ab:L,; n.t short u.ot:ic~1 anil w:i.th him the 8.Gcumul.atr'.!ri exrJerienc•~ of Uu:~ 

·c1!~::·f;:i_·;;1)l;i:~ i11 t;li..i:J ["j_!".ld. Following the c:Lrculati.on of tb8 first d.ro..ft of th:i.:; 60(",Jm":n:..: 

rn:.n~.:r va.luc.bJe L~OilltuuntG and critic:i.sms we:re rP.ceived i'ro!n Sp8'.~i::i.lj stf; in l'1emb~_, ... ''·Cl1JI ·v;::i.'"t.'. 

'.rhey arc respon~~ibl.e fo~ :i.nn.nrner~;.r.,:1.e :-;m;.,1J 

? 



and in addition they have contributed the whole of Section I on the objectives of R. and 

D. surveys, and of Appendix IX on criteria to aid in distinguishing the categories of 

R. and D. Finally a number of very useful improvements were made as a result of the 

Frascati Working Meeting itself in which all the O.E.C.D. Member countries took part. 
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SECTION I' THE PRINCIPAL AIMS OF SURVEYS OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

1.1 Introduction 

Clearly defined objectives for the use of statistical dat,:i are a nece::::.sary 

preliminary to drawing up survey methods and programmes. 

In fact the choice of objectives will determine the scope oi' the survey and 

what data are necessary. Only on this basis is it possible to decide exactly what 

quest~ons need to be asked and exactly who will have to answer them. 

Theoretically, it is possible to design an ideal questionnaire but this must 

be modified to stand up to practical criticism, bearing in mind the need for these 
questions to be answered by the respondents truthfully and without serious ambiguity. 

The precision of the data and the refinement of analysis required will vary 
with the objectives, depending on how ambitious these are. These objectives are at 

various 11 levels 11
• Any one of them is often important enough to justify these surveys 1 

even if the ultimate objectives cannot be reached. Of course the resources available 

for surveys will to some extent determ~ne the level which can be attained and this will 

change over time. 

It is possible to choose five 11 levels" of objective: 

1. Compilation of de~criptive information; 
2. Evolution of R. and D. expenditures; 

3, Co~parison with data on other expenditures; 
4. Analysis of R. and D. management; 
5, Attempt to measure the effectiveness of R. and D. 

1.2 Information and Description 

This first objective may seem rather modest. However, adding quantitative 
financial data to a 11 year book 11 of research centres considerably enriches the information 

it contains. Thus it is easier to evaluate the means and capaeity of these centres if 
there is an analysis of their ca.pital and current expenditure. Furthermore, the addi-
tion of financial data makes it possible to find out the total effort for different 

sectors or branches of research. 

1.3 Evolution 

It is obviously essential to be able to follow the ev:olution of R. and D. 

expenditure. This task urgently demands a systematic statistical programme. The fact 
that historical data are inadequate is no reason to delay the establishment of reliable 
figures for future time series. 

'l'he setting up of consistent series makes it necessary to f0llow fixed rules 

in the establishment of the statistics and, if these have to be altered, a link must be 
devised to ensure comparability. 

1.4 Comparisons 

This is naturally one of the wain ai.ms of surveys on R. and D. activities. 
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Comparisons may be internal, within H particular country, or j_n a given SP.ct or 

of R. and D. For instance, it is possible to compRre expenditures ace ord j ng to cate-· 

gories of researchi between basic research and development; accor:·ding to scj_entific 

fields, such as physics and biology; according to economic brancho s, such r;..s applie(J 

research in agriculture and manufacturing industry; according to the means of .f·inr1r.:.cing 
research, such as government research and private resE~arch. Thf! criteria for t:bP. r;l<'J.SSi.-

fication of research activities shouJd ·be chosen nccoJ~din~ to the ob,jectjvT~ o.r tbc 

survey and to policy foJ.~muJ.ation. Inevitabl,y therp, 'i.s a m1Li.t:Lpl:Lctty of pos~:;·j blc c:ri--

teria, s.nd some oi" these will be discussed in the next section. 

On a larger canvas, international comparisons of R. n.nd Tl. expcndi!,u.rr;~> n.re 

needed. These comparj_<.;ons again demand precise rule~> wb:ich arc adhered t.o by n1l the 

dj_fi'erent countries. But it ts easy to see the dj.fficult.if:s :Lnvollled in (-:~~ta11:1.ishj.Hg D_ 

common pattern of statistics, because of the va-eic'l;y of 11at.i.01H~-i. t".i.11ri.nc:i_al. Hncl ~-i.dm:ini

strative structures. 

However, the more detailed the classification and_ the moro lati.t1~d.::1 p0!'rr:tt l:cd 

.in -regroupinp:; the basj_c data for _purpose of anal,y-sis, the v,rcater wi.11. be tl1e po~~;~i_bi l_i.ty 

of meaningful com,-varisons. 

It is worth noting here the possibilJ.ty u.f comparin~ f:i.r;ures rcl;1ti.ng to [{. ;.J_nd 

D. with other datat as for instance comparing research expend:itures with the turnover of 

firms or of whole branches of industry; or comparing B .• and D. datfl with (>.N.P., or 

investment etc But 1 wh:i.le the examples quoted earlier indicate L:he po~3i-;j_11.i lit;y of a 

choice between different types of research, these comparisons begin to involve (1conornj.c 

considerations and open new :perspectives which a:re now r'lj_scussed. 

1.5 The Management of Research 

'.!.'he use of the phrase 11 manatjement contro1 11 preGUJ>po.ses, that the problems dealt 

wi.th here are mainly cnncerned with the o:ptimu.n::. use o.t' .r•cDou:rcc.s b,)r rer~~~H:rch 111~1nar;;crnen1; _ 

'I'be simplest tasks ma;,. be the evaluatj.on and crJmpar:"1 son c1f t;li_e co~-;t .-1J n_ resea:rch 

workeT, cc nf resec.:rclJ work, in different refoearch centre~·; or d:i_ffn.1:·c.Dt co1n1t:e:i.r~u- 'l'u 

some extent rJ co.r.cept of "productivity" of -::•osearcb Cf;ntre:::i iH in·vo.1.ved. i.n tJ1c1.>e ::;;Lud:i.8s. 

From another angle it is possible to stncl.y the. 1it1lance. bel;wuen vHr.i.ou.s t,y-pes of 

expenditure, e.g. capital and current ex:pend.i.tur.·c and l;hc associat;ciJ scj_cnt:i r:Le peri:-.:onncl 

and equipment. 

Finally, on a broader basis still, i-t is desirable t0 del~ermine the rel0t:ionshi:p 

between the resources applied to various types of researeh in o:cder to 13.ttFii.n the 0p'L:i.mum 

<lc,veloprnent _ l~or ins ta.nee, a balance is needed be [;ween expencli tu.re on banic .rf~~;enrr.b .• 

applied r~:search and development. 

research in different disciplines with common :J.ong-term ob~ject.i.ves. 

There is also a need to balance the allocation of rcscrurc~en bet"'"'~en T-l. ~n~r'l D. 

and related scientii'ic activities necessary to the advance of H~ ancl D., snch as sei.cn-

tific and technical in.formatj_on, data collection, geo-1ogic1-1l m0asurement, !:d::andard~; etc. 

1.6 The Returns to R. and D. 

Dealing with the problem of the effectiveness oi' research invc,lvefl the intro-

duction al' other economic a.nd political considerations. 

Up to this point R. and D. e.ffortfj have bee::.i. considered only on 1·:Jie baBi_~, of ttie 

measurement o.f input. Much useful info:-rnation can be gained on the best u~H: o.f funds 

from the stucly of input~.> alone. 
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Comparisons of R. and D. expenditures and other data, such as turnover and 

i~.N.P., investments in scientific equipment or investments in education and training, 

make it possible to establish ratios, which at this stage are nothing more than the 

resuJts of studies nn the means used by firms or countries in implementing their research 

policies. These studies of' empi:r.ical behaviour are nonetheless very important. 

But in fact, in order really to assess R. and D. efficiency, some measure of 

output sb_ould be found. 1rhere is no h:i.ding the difficulties of measuring research 
11 produc ti on tl in financial terms. 

by random factors inb.erent in R. 

The problems of measuring this output are increased 

and D. The uncertainty attached to all kinds of 

research usually prevents any precise evaluatton of output except on a broad plane 1 

invollTing the aggregation of large numbers of research o-perations. This underllnes the 

importance oJ the general consistency and comparability of financial statistj_cs. 

In any event, the fir3t etage in the measurement of output is a precise evalua

tion of the input with which it will have to be compared. It may even be a question of 

evaluHting research efficiency not in accountancy terms with eithei.' plus or minus signs, 

but in terms of relationships with a more general economic model. 

'.['he ultimate aim of such information is to help decision-makers in industry and 

even more so in governmental circles. However, one should not think that such informa-

tion is sufficient in itself; it can only proYide part of the basis for a d8eislon. 

'.l'he choices in research policy arise on an altogether different level. '.Phe cri wer:La 
for these choices include not only accounta.ncy or economic factors, b11t also often pre

dominantly polit:;ical and social considerations. 
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SECTION II: BASIC DEFINITIONS AND CONVENTIONS 

2.1 The Scope of Research and Development 

The basic definition of R. and D. used in surveys in most Member countries, are 

essentially similar. Those given below are based on them, but are not identical with 

those used in any one country. The UNESCO definitions differ principally in the elabo-

ration of sub-division, motives, methods and results(4). 

make much more elaborate definitions and there has been a 

It is of course possible to 

long controversy on this sub-

ject, but the view takeri here is that the brief and simple definitions below are the most 

generally practical. 

Fundamental Rese~rch 

Work undertaken primarily for the advancement of scientific knowledge, without 

a specific practical application in view. 

Applied Research 

The same, but,: with a specific practical aim i.n view. 

Development 

The use of the results of fundamental and applied research directed to the 

introduction of useful materials, devices, products, systems, and processes, or the 

improvement of existing ones. 

Inevitably, a great deal depends on the judgment of investigators and respon

dents in making this classification, and the frontiers between basic and applied research 

and development on the other, may often be difficult to establish. 

2.2 Frontiers to be Delimited 

Of course, these definitions are not sufficient in themselves. It is necessary 

to amplify them by standard "conventionsn, which demarcate precisely the borders between 

research and non-research activities. 

are: 

Two main frontiers which require such definitions 

(a) The boundaries between R. and D. as a whole and several related scientific 

activities discussed in 2 below; 

(b) The boundaries between R. and D. and a number of non-scientific activities 

of which industrial production is perhaps the roost important. 

It is in these that the main differences exist between Member countries of the 

O.E.C.D., that is to say in the detailed interpretation of the definitions, rather than 

their main content. Methods for delineating the frontiers under (a) and (b) are there

fore dealt with at some length in this Section. 

The measurement of all economic activities involves an element of arbitrariness 

in settling borderlines. For example, in foreign trade statistics a decis.i.on must be 

taken about the inclusion or exclusion of military supplies, of gift parcels, of gold and 

so forth. There will always be room for argument about the particular definition which 

is chosen, and there will always be a zone of activities for which it could be plausibly 
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argued that they should be either included or excluded. However, as long as the fron-

tier is clearly demarcated, and the magnitudes are relatively small compared with the 

main economic variable which is being measured, it does not really matter where the 

borderline is drawn. This will be a matter of convention, and the most important re

quirement will be to attain a generally accepted convention so that international com-

parisons are facilitated. Usually an international convention will have to take account 

of existing practice and the real possibilities of including or excluding statistics of 

a particular adjacent activity. These considerations will in fact usually determine 

the f.l_Ctual delineation of the frontier, and scientific activities are no exception. 

2. 3 The Three Stages of .Measurement 

R. and D. activities are only one part of a broad s:pectrum of scientific 

activitj.es which include scientific information activities, training and education, 

general purpose data collection, and (general purpose) testing and standardisation. 

Indeed, in some countries one or more of these related activities may claim a larger 

share of material and human resources than R. and D. It may well be desirable for such 

countries to begin their statistical inquiries by surveying one or more of these areas 

rather than R. ru1d D. 

Whether this approach is followed or whether.· R. and D. is to be the main .focu.:::; 

of a national inquiry, it will be necessary to employ some system for making a clear 

demarcation between what is and is not included. Since the measurement of R. ond D. is 

the major problem under consideration here, the demarcation of R. and D. might :proceed 

with the following consideration in mind. 

Research Institutes and the R. and D. Departments of large firms often hav£-~ 

their own separate accounts Blld statistical records. If the measurement of R. o.ncl D. 

activity involved simply the aggregation of these statistics, it would be a compa.rat.ively 

simpJ.e matter. But unfortunately, R. and D. activity cannot be defined simply as the 

activity of research organisations. There are two main reasons for this. First, 

important R. and D. work may be carI"ied out by personnel and institutions which could 

not be classified as "research personnel 11 or "research organisations". Secondly, as 

noted above, specialised research institutes or departments are frequently :involved not 

only in R. and D. activity, but also in other activit~es. 

'rhus, R. and D. activity is not just what research organ.isations ~£; tt is 

both 10ss than this and mo:ce than this. Surveys of research activity in various coun

tries have shown, that a high proportion of specialised industrial R. and D. esteblish

ments undertake a wide variety of activities. For example, in his analysis of indust

trial R. and D. in Great Britain(5) 1 Dr. Rudd :presented a table showing l;;he numbers of 

industrial R. and D. Departments, performing such functions as technical sales service, 

production contrcl, routine testing of raw materials and other "non-research" functions. 

(1~his table is shown in Appt3n<lix X) . 

.Althougn their activities are usually more restricted non-industrial Research 

Institutes anrl Organisations may also often undertake a range of activities whi.ch is 

wider than any generally accepted notions of R. and D. Sometimes as much as one third 

of the total activity of such Research Departments and Institutes may consist of "non-

researchu activities. The proportion will vary in d].fferent organisations and it w.i .11 1 

of course, also depend on the precise definitions, which are used to delineate the r.'e·

lated activities. But whatever definition may be used, it is evident that there ls Et 

substantial area which cannot be designated as '1R. and D." and that the total activity 

of research o:rr-;an.isations cannot be equated with R. and D. 
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Consequently, measurement involves three stages: 

(i) The identification and measurement of the total activity of all speciali

sed research organisations, including those in industry. 

(ii) The subtraction from this total of that proportion of their activity which 
is defined as 11 non-research 11 activity. The exact proportion will depend 

on the precise definitions and conventions adopted to deal with the 
various related scientific activities and the non-scientific activities. 

(iii) Adding to this total that R. and D. activity which is not performed in 
research organisations, but in such other organisations as production 

units, educational establishments, and so forth. 

Even though our main interest may be in the measurement of R. and D. activity, 

it will also be useful to know: 

(a) How far specialised research establishments are also involved in other 

activities. 

(b) How much R. and D. activity is performed outside specialised units. 

Unfortunately, although respondents to R. and D. Surveys have had to make their 
own estimates on these points, hitherto they have not been recorded in most national 
surveys. 

This manual, there fore, makes a general recommendation on a method of dealing 
with this problem: 

All calculation of deductions for "non-research 11 activ;i-ties of :i::esearch organi-
sations, and of 

tions should be 

additions for R. and D. activities of "non-res~arch" organise-

made explicitly, that is to say, recorded both by individual 

=r-"e"s'"'p'"o"'n=d-=e=n'-'t"s~an=d=c..-=b..,y-'t"h"o"-s=e-=c_,o"'m"p"j"l"-1"· ng=-=n"a"t"i"o"'n"a.=l'--'t"o"t"a"-l=s-=f=rom the data furnished by 
individual respondents. Furthermore, whenever possible, related scientific 

activities such as documentation and routine testing, should be measured simul
taneously with R. and D. and reported separately. 

The main advantage of using explicitly a "3-stage 11 calculation is that it 

facilitates the identification and measurement of other scientific activities. Practi-
cal experience suggests that, among the sources of error in most of the national surveys 
so far undertaken, are the respondents 1 own calculations (or lack of calculations) of 

what 11 non-research" activities should be deducted from the accounts of a Research Insti
tute or Department, and what should be added for research performed outside specialised. 
establishments. Since accounts exist, if at all, only for a "Department 11 or an "Inati-
tute" and not for an "activity1

' more narrowly defined, the temptation is strong to make 
a return using these accounts and not to bother with rather tiresome adjustments which 
involve imputing a proportion of overheads to 1'non-research'1 activity and so forth. 
Obviously the questionnaires to respondents should be so designed as to facilitate the 

most accurate response and this will involve an explicit estimate for 11 related scientific 
activities". 

However, even though it is desirable to collect data on 11 related activities" 

performed by research organisations, simultaneously with the collection of R. and D. 
data, it is not possible here to make detailed standard recommendations for the measure
ment of these related activities. Such measurement would involve not only the 11 residua1 11 

activities of research organisations, but also the main activities of bodies specialising 
in survey work, scientific documentation, materials testing and so forth. The objective 
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1)f this mp,nu_al is to attain international comparability in the narrower field 1_if H. anrl 

U., a.nd it therefore concentrates exclusively on this :primar,t purpose. But :Lt tf; ver:y 

much hoped that n.:-itionnl surveys will attempt the measurement oJ _a},.d:_ sc:lentifj_c activi~

ties, aud that arising from this experience, furtl:ler :international stondards can be 
elaborated by the O.E.C.D. 1 for "related activities" as well as R. and .D. These pro

poso.J.:·: may thus be conBidered as only the first stage in a programme for raer:>suring all 

scientif_i_r.; and technical acti vi Gies nn a compo..rrible int;ernational basis. 

2.4 .9.2.~~A~iS?.!.13--2..£ ... "Related As-::~l_vities" £~_1u(~.9d from R_~---~nd_J;'.. 

Wi~h the .foregoing aims in mj_nd, the .following general definitiona or th<.; re-

lated s-:~Jf~ntif:i.c activities are propol!)cd. The d.ef:i.nitions should i'aci.litute the 

ideut_i_ficatiun and measurelllent of these activities, po.rticuJa_rly in cai::;es wher.•c a i_;ouXJt.r:;y 

pr·o_pose~3 to begin its survey pr·ogrnmme by me11sur:Lng one o.f the related uctiv:i.tie<-1. It 

must be recog·n:i.sed that the scientifi(~ activities concept is _formalised ratlleT tb<lll 

r~alistic in the sense that j_t l1o:::>tulates a ::1ep8.rateness for these components which often 

does not ac t;ual1y ext st • But such a distinction must; be made for survey purpo~'H's. 

(a) Scientific in1'ormat:i.on activity comprises all aspects of communication 

among sc:Lentis·ti8 1 including such act.ivities as the publicatton 1 dissemina

l:;Jont and translation o:f :information resulting from research and. develop-

.ment. General library services are :lncluded . 

(b) 'l'ra.ininp; and educat:i.on includes formal univerflity education in science 

and engineering a~; well as formal scienti.fic t:!·aining, iu or suppor.-tt:!cl by 

places of employment, where sr.;ientific and e.ugineerinr; personnel and beinp; 

tra:i_ned. 'I1he latter is to be distinguished from on--the-;job o:c iit-Se_1_ ... V:i.c8 

l;·paining. E:x:eluded are specific gi·ants for research f'ello\'1Ships or 

research pr·ojects. 

(e) Gene:i::·al OJ' broad. purpose data co1lectioLL refers to that contirruJ:ug 

g;nthe--r-illf_{ of ds.i;a on ru:i.tural and social phenoniena which is part of the 

bpoad general welfare function of most centcal governments J.nd which may 

also be carried on elsewhere. Included are such acti_vities as: geolo-

gical and g;eoph,ysicci.l survey work 1 mapping and exploratJ_o.n activ:i. ties, :ir1-

cludine; those of o:i l and mineral companies; hydro graph le au cl ocear:o2~:r.·a-phir::. 

survey work of" a routine nature not specifical-1.y related to tbci d.8·\relLYP

ment of new knowledge O!' thcorie.::; daily meteo:rologicHl 1·0corcls~ rnonthJy 

producti(Jn statir,;tic.'.'>, the collectj on and arrangement o:f Sf>eci·T.en:o; fc,r 

mns<C:um:~, zoological ga.rriens, and so forth. 

(U) r.resting 8.ncl standardisation includes su<:h publ:Lc. and quasi--public fun_c-· 

L:Lons as the establlsbmcnt or standardn, cal:Lbratlon of sec:ondnr;r staL-·

dards, and non-routine quality testing which :ire separately identi.fiRl.ol(~ 

fI'Oill research and development. 

It t.c; evident that the1:e is a case for including some or all of the ac:ti.v·it. Lea 

µ;:eonJJed unde:e items (a) anc'I (e) above w:.i.thin the scope o.f' R. and D. 

done 1 partly .Cor practical and p<:<.rtly for theoretic13.l rP.ason<J. 

\;:Les inay be meas\1recl io;imultaneously wi·i;h H. a.nd. D. 1 (but sevil.t'l:ltcly ci.eco11nLcd for), <Jlld 

<.J.S soon ;}~~ j_nternatiolli--i.l r~xperience i:::: adequate, s-~anda.rd de1·initions anrt methods sb..-,,~.ld 

lx: formul~1ted by tllc O.E.G.D. for t:J:Li s purpose. 
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It is fairly generally agreed that training and education should be excluded 

from the scope of R. and D., although this has not always been clear in the actual inst-

ructions issued for particular national surveys. Again, some of these activities, such 

as testing and training, may be measured simultaneously with R. and D. The exclusion 
of a particular sphere of activity from the total R. and D. of any research organisation, 

would involve careful consideration by respondents, and possibly also djscussions with 
those responsible for the questionnaires. There will De many cases where such functions 

as library and documentation services and various technical services are performed 
directly and solely for the research organisation's own R. and D. activity. These should 

not be excluded and neither should general administrative functions which directly serve 

the research organisation itself. 

2.5 Non-Research Activities 

In addition to the scientific activities related to R. and D. there are a 
number of other activities which draw on the services of scientific personnel but which 

must be excluded from R. and D. These include: 

All legal administrative work in co1illection with patent applications, records 

and litigation. Work involved in the sale of patents and licensing arrangements. Ex
perimental work performed solely for the purposes of patent litigation. 

Routine testing and analysis of a11 kinds, whether for control of materials, 

components or products, and whether for control of quantity or quality. 

bodies. 

Other technical services for production units, customers' or other non-research 

For example, technical sales services including installation, servicing and 

minor adaptations to meet individual requirements, or technical aid to advertising 

campaigns, 11 trouble-shooting'1 for production units not involving any original research or 

development work; i.e. assistance of a type simply enabling them to operate in accor

clance with previously determined formulae, standard p:rectice inetructions or established 

specifications(6). 

2.6 Distir.:.c:.tion b":'tween Research and Non-research Activities 

It is evident that there will be cases, when the same function may serve both 

research and. non-re::;earch purposes. F·or example, a testing laboratory may be used 

principally for the routine testing of raw materials, but occasionally for the testing 
of completely new or improved materials developed by R. and D. pei·sonnel. In principle, 
an estimate of the 1atter should be included within R. and D. activity, whilst the former 
should be excluded. In all such cases, the guiding line to distinguish R. and D. acti-
vity from non-research activity is the presence or absence of an element of novelty or 
innovation. Insofar as the activity follows an established routine pattern it is not 
R. and D. Insofar as it departs from routine and break_s new ground, it qualifies as 

R. and D. Thus, for example, the co1l~ction of daily routine statistics on temperature 
or atmospheric pressure, is~ R. and D. but the investigation of new methods of mea
suring temperature or the investigation of temperatures under circumstances, in which 

they have never been previously recorded (for example, outer space or the interior of the 
earth),~ research. Likewise, the publication of a book which simply records daily 
information on the temperature or pressure is not R. and D. but general purpose data 
collection. The systematic analysis of these recordings with a view to explaining long-

term chanr-:;es in climate, or the possible effects of changes in ocean currents, is 

research activity. 
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To take another example: in the field of medicj_ne, routine general autopsy 

on the causes of death is not research, but special investigation of a particular mor
tality in order to establish the side effects of certain forms of cancer treatment is 

research. Routine tests on patients, carried out 
tests and bacteriological tests, are not research. 

for doctors, as .for example, blood 
But a special programme of blood 

tests in colUlection with the introduction of a new drug is research. The collection 

and publication of regular general statistics on the incidence of particular illnesses 

is not research. The statistical analysis of such records in order to establish, for 
example, connections between the incidence of a particular illness and occupation or 

smoking habits is research. 

Or again, the routine collection and arrangement of specimens for a museum is 
.££! research, but a study of comparative anatomy using these specimens is research. 

It can be maintained, that the collection and publication of routine general 
purpose statistics is necessary for the performance of more original research work, and 
it could be argued. that this and other forms of "inventory research 1

' are a special part 

of fundamental research i.e. the advancement of knowledge with no specific practical aim. 
Those who hold this view would probably agree that it is in any case useful to separate 

this type of work from the more original contributions to human knowledge, which arc 
here defined as R. and DA activity. Therefore this activity should in any case be 

separately measured. 

It is evident that the application of these conventions requires careful 
examination and judgement 1 and that inevitably, they are to some extent arbitrary. 
1.I'hey do, however, provide a rational and practical basis for making the d.ifficult d:Ls
tinction between R. and D. and "related activities 11 and measUI'ing them in such a way 

that international comparability may be attained. 

2.7 Development and Production 

Probably the greatest source of error in measurements of R. and D. is the 

difficulty in precise demarcation of the frontier between development and production in 
the industrial sector. This is partly because the costs of development are many times 

greater than the costs of research, and the costs of trial production may be greater 
still. It is also because government military R. and D. contracts, with their emphasis 
on speed, tend to telescope the development and production phases so that they are some-
times hard to d.istinguish. For this reason, one of the recommendations later in this 
manual is, that separate estimates should be made of military, atomic energy and s:pace 

R. and D., and (within the industrial sector) of R. and D. in the Aircraft and Missile 
industry. Estimates for civil R. and D. and for industry excluding ail'craft, space-
craft and missiles are likely to be more reliable. Measurement in the latter indus-
tries is difficult for 
government contracts. 
desirable to attempt a 
sphere of development. 

technological reasons in addition to the complications caused by 
However, despite the practical difficulties, it is obviously 

demarcation which is applicable even in the government-ml li tary 

It is generally accepted that the design, development, 

of p-r•ototypes and pilot plant is an essential part of R. and Do 

construction and testing 

The main difficulty 
arises in determining the point at which this development work: ceases and production 

begins. Preparation for normal production of a new product may involve one or sev·.=ral 
trial production runs 1 which, in turn 1 may indicate a need for further development "')Xk. 

Or in the development of a new process, pilot plant, which has initially been constructed 
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for experimental purposes, may subsequently be used for normal commercial production. 

In determining the "cut-off 11 point between development and production, indivi~ 

dual judgement is bound to play some part, as no definition could possibly embrace the 

infinite variety of circumstances which arise in practice. So far, only in the United 
States, have detailed indications been given to industrial respondents to assist them in 

the solution of this problem. Consequently, the remainder of this section draws to a 

large extent on the instructions elaborated by the Natlonal Science Foundation, aJ.though 

the emphasis on individual points is somewhat different, taking some account of European 
experience. This applies particularly to the treatment of grototypes and '1engineer.ing 

follow-through 11
• 

The fundamental criterion laid down by the N. S. F. provides a rati onRl and 

practical basis for the exercise of judgement in d.iffj.cult cases. It states(?): 

11 If the primary objective is to make further improvements on the product or 
process, then the work comes w:i.thin the definition of H. and .D. If, on the other hand, 

the product or process is substantially 11 set 11 and the primary objective is to develop 

markets or to do pre-production planning, or to get the production process going smoo~hly 

then the work is no longer R. and D. 11 

Prototypes and Trial Production 

Applying this basic criterion: the design, construct.ion and testii:g of pro-

totypes normally falls within the scope of R. and D. This applies, whether only one 

prototype is made or several and whether consecutively or simultaneously. But after 

the prototype(s) with any necessary modifications, have ·been satisfactorily tested, the 

costs of the first trial production runs cannot be attributed to R. and D. as the primary 
objective is no longer further improvement of the product, but getting the production 

process going. The first units of a trial production run for a mass production Se.Ties 
should not be regarded as R. and D. prototypes, even if they are loosely descrihed as 
11 prototypes". 

Development includes "the engineering activity required_ to advance the design 
of a product or process to the point where it meets specific functional or economic 

requirements and can 'oe turned over to manufacturing units". But it is evident, that 
after a new product or process has been "turned over to manufacturing units", there will 

stilJ be technical problems to be solved, before normal production is flowing smoothly. 
r:-1is process of "getting the bugs out" may involve some further R. and D. work, as a 
11 feed-back'1 from specific problems encountered in tri~l _production. To this extent 
only the "engineering follow-through" in the early production phase will be included in 

R. and D. But normally, the costs of trial production runs or "experimental production" 
including tooling up for full-scale production, (tool-making and tool try-out) are ..£2! 
to be included in R. and D. 

In some cases an R. and D. proto~ype may subsequently be sold. In principle, 
such a sale does not affect the issue, as long as the original primary purpose in con
structing the prototype was R. md D. But in a completely different category is the 

construction of several 1'prototypes 1
' to meet a temporary mili ta.ry, commercial, or medical 

requirement, after an original prototype has been successfully tested and further 
development work is no longer in b0.nd. This is sometimes done by R. and D. staff to 
fill the gap before normal production commences, or even as a profitable "sideline". 
It may be objected that 11 stop-gap" products of this kind are not strictly speaking "pro
totypes", but since they are sometimes so designated 1 it is necefJsary to make this 
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di~; 1;-l .:1c ti on. Whoever may perform this 

of R. and D. 

work, such 

activity. 

activity and t;ransactions s.ho\1lcl be 

exc1uded from rnea~Jurements 

.1~~?l.ti!!_~!~~~wingi:1 

A special problem is the assessment of tho costs of design which are at·tri-

•J:he design of prototypes and pilot plant is includi::1, and so .Ls 

Lhe de.Sif);n or spec.i_al equipment, st.ructures or tools required for a new pr·ocCSG or 

procli.1c:t. After the ~;uccess.ful comp1etion of the testing of prototype!:> or pilot .~Jlant, 

the d.eBign and other i_nforrnation necessary for normo.l production must be transmil;t;ed. ·";o 

'.l'his will ne ce::;sitate the preparation 01' drawings, reports, 3tancl.ard 

pr·n;::t:i_cc in::;t:ruct;ions, operating manuals, formuJ.ae, specii"ications tU1d so fort.h. '.L'h.is 

a<;-l;j_vi~;y is a part of R. and D. But before production trials can begin, it will ofteL1 

be necessHry to prepare and reproducE! a mass o:f d.etailetl construction drawings <u1d !Jlanu·-

factur-J.ug blue-prints. Whether thesE.: are produced by the Organj_sation's own drawing 

o'Lfice 1 or :3ub-contracted. they should be .£.!£luded from R. and D. In prac~tice, they ·'-~re 

r::lr'e:ty d.oxie by H. and D. stuff, so that exclusion docs not :pre sent great tli.f ficu] t :Les. 

Also t:x•~ lucli:::d .t'rom H.. and D. activity ar•e design costs, necessary to meet change::; of 

CaGhio_P_ :J.!.ld styli·~ unaceompanie d by tech.nologj_cal innovation; 

t;1~:r··~ ~uiJ textile indt:.str:i.us. 

}'i lot P.! ant -·-·-· - --·-·· --·-· 

for example:, j_n t;hc t'u.rri i .. 

'J'he ccnstrur::tion and ope1.'ation r:Jf pilot plant is a part of R. and D. as Jong 

af; tbe "p:cincipal purposes are to obtain experience and to compile engineering and other 

rla't<1- to be ur-;ed in evaluating hypotheses, in writing product formuJ.ae or in establishi_ng 

f).nished product ~;pecificat~.ons, in designing special equipment and stru.ctu.re s r~qui re ct 

by a p1·ocesH, and in preparing operating instructions or manuals". (IJ) But as soo:o 3.f' 

th:LG ~~xpe:r·imenta.l phase is over, j_f a pilot plant continues to operate t::ernporurily lLS a 

t101·;n,,iJ (~01;u11crcial production unit, the activ:i.ty can no lonr:_i;er· be considered H. ao·:l ~l., 

~~'l1''11 thOH('~h it may still. be descr.•ibed flH a "pilot plant", and even t.hOU(<;h H.. nnd JJ. 

sta!.".t" muy be CiJ.lJ.ed upon .for "trouble-shooting" in connection with its normal (1per·1_t;.~ on. 

A::: lon1-j a.s the J22.'imn:sy_ pul'po.se in operating a pilot plant is non-r~ornmerciaJ_ :Lt makes 

no dj f.f8.renGe in prj.nciple if part or all of the output happens to be sold. Heceipts 

from th.is source should not be deducted from the costs of R. and D. acl;ivity. '!'h·:o- same 

i1pplie~~ to :rece:i.pts, j_f the pilot plant itself is ultimately sold. But if dcvolopment 

work is nr.' longer -Che m:;tj_n purpo8e in operating a_ pilot plant, the costs of oper·atj on 

and. a11 commercial transactions should be excluded from H. and D. 

ne~:;earcb work in t;he socl.al sc:i.ences and humanities should be :included wit~1in 

the sco:pe oi" R. and D. activity. Most Eu1·opean countries do in fa~t use tbe term 

"sci_t~11co'' \;o em-brace the whole range o!" human knowledge, a.nd not i.n the more restrJ.cl;J.1re 

"AngJo-L-;axonu sense 01" natural sciences and technology. Sm:veyr-; in some European coun-

Lrjes lHlVe c:ctua1ly measured H. and D. activity on the basis of a definition :i.ncJudt:cui!: 

rcseo.rch in the social sciences. '.l_lhey have done so, however, only :i.n the government 

~1ector, the higher education sec tor and other non-profit research :i.nstitutes. •rt;e 

N.S.F_ hu;;:; also measured research in the social sciences separately in the government 

and non·-prot:it sectors in the United States. But no country has so far succe~:;sfuliy 

r.l0fined and mcasur·ed reseaI•ch j.n the .social sciences and humanities in _indust_:i:L_· '_\'her::i 

~..o:: l:bt!rernrc stj_ll insufficient practi.cal experience to provide a basis Xor 8tandard. 

<.lc~J"i.n:itiO"n,_~ <:'.nd conventions in thiE.", _field. 
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All those countries which have succeeded in measuring the total national 
resources devoted to R. and D. in all major sectors of the economy, have done so on the 
basis of a definition which excluded research in the social sciences and humanities. 

Consequently, although these disciplines should certainly be included in 
principle within the total of R. and D. they should be separately measured and recorded. 
Otherwise it would not be possible to make any consistent time series or comparisons 
with surveys which have already been carried out. The O.E.C.D. should regard it as a 
matter of urgency to bring together the available international experience in the mea
surement of research in the social sciences and humanities, and to conduct its own 
research on the outstanding problems. There are in particular, procedures for defini
tion and measurement in such areas as work study, market research and- operational 
research in the business enterprise sector. Otherwise there is some danger that the 
social sciences and humantties will become a kind of Cinderella and their importance 
overlooked. 
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SECTION III, CLASSIFICATION OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPttENT ACUVI'rY 

Having defined the scope of R. and D. act.ivity and delineated the outE::r boun

daries by means of conventions on related activities and production, it is now possib1f! 

to proceed to the classLf..t_~tio!! o.f the central activity - R. and D. itself. R. and D. 

ac.:tivities can be ClassifieCt in many ways, which may be envisaged as various 11 dim£'n:.3ior.1s" 

for measi..<rement and C',omparison. 

But for the purposes outlined tn Section I of this manual, one "d.irnension" is 

of paramount i_mportance: classification in terms of the principal sectors of the eeonomy. 

'l'his classification largely corre~1ponds to the practical requirements of data collection, 

whtch may o_ften necessitate a different type of approach and questionnaire to each o_f th0 

main sectors. It also appears to be the only reliable way of building up a reasonably 

total resources committed to R. and D. activity in an:; accurate national aggregate of the 

particular country, and the soui•ces of finance for this activity. Finally, it corref,-· 

ponds in most respects to the definitions and classification employed in other statistics 

of national income and expenditure, thus facilitating comparison with existing stat:i.sti_c;E} 

series, such as gross national product, net output, investment in fixed assets and so 

forth. In this way it facilitates understanding and interpretation of the role 01' H. 

and D. in economic development and the formulation of a science policy related to econom\c 

possibj_l:i_ties and oh,iectives. Consequently, the greater part of this section is devoted 

to the classification of R. and D. activity in terms of economic sectors. However other 

"dimensions" or systems of classification are also considered: 

(i) The three categories of basic research, applied research and development 

work. 

(ii) Scientific .fields or disciplines, 

Measurement of these additional dimensions is extremely useful for purpo.so<;:!s of 

international comparison. Finally, some subsidiary forms of classification are very 

briefly discussed. These are not essential to international comparisons but rue..y _p.:covide 

useful data .for the formulation of national science and economic policies. In thi~; 

section the discussion is matnly in terms of performers of R. and D. but it is al::;o 

necessary to measure expenditure in terms of sources of funds. The relationship betweAn 

performers and sources is discussed in Section IV. 

).2 '.rhe Sectors of the Economy 

The standard division ~roposed here has four main sectors: 

(i) Business e.nterprise sector. 

(ii) General government sector. 

(iii) Private Non-profit sector. 

(:Lv) High0.r education sector. 
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The definitions of the first three sectors are basically the same as in national 

accounts("'), but higher education is included as a separate main sector here because of 
the concentration of a large part of fundamental research activity in the Universities, 

and the crucial importance of these Instttutions in the formulation of an adequate 

national policy for R. and D. There are also specific technical problems of measurement 
which make it desirable to treat these institutions as a separate sector. 

3.3 The Business Enterprise Sector 

Business enterprises include 11 all firms, organisations and institutions wh1ch 
produce goods and services for sale to the general publi.c at a price intended approxi

mately to cover the cost of production, and the non-profit institutions serving them 11
• 

In considering R. and D. activity, the last clause is particularly important and the 

standardised system of National Accounts particularly mentions among non-profit institu
tions serving enterprises: 11 different kinds of associations and research units which, 

while not principally engaged in commercial activity, are established by particular 

branches of business in order to increase their efficiency or their earning capacity11
• 

Industrial research associations 1 the research functions of trade associations and 

commercial research institutes or consultants all come within the sco:re of this definition. 
But excluded are government research institutes, such as, for example, national physical 
laboratories or defence research organisations, which do not normally sell their services 1 

or serve a particular industry. The latter meet a general social need and come within 
the scope of 11 General Government 11

• 

However, the research organisations of public enterprises are a part of the 
business enterprise sector. The legal form of ownership is immaterial in this connec

tion: it does not make any difference whether such enterprises are fully state owned, 
or whether the state has only a part interest. Nor does the particular form of manage

ment or control affect the issue. Nationalised industries, public utilities, transport 

undertakings, post offices, communications and. broadcasting, central banks and all other 
government enterprises are included within this sector. 

3.4 Sub-Division of the Business Enterprise Sector 

divide 

should 

It will frequently be useful for purposes of comparison and analysis to sub-
the business enterprise sector in 

follow the International Standard 

various ways. In principle this sub-division 
Industrial Classification. For countries em-

barking on Surveys for the first time or for those in which the manufacturing industry 

is less developed, it may only be possible to sub-divide business enterprises into a few 
main divisions such as: 

NOTE(') The standard national income statistics now in use in most countries are classi
fied into three main sector.s (it should be noted that these sectors do not cor
respond strictly either to a legal or to a functional classification but were 
set up by economists and statisticians specifically for purposes of economic 
analysis as described in Chapter III of the 0.E.E.C. 11 Standardised System of 
National AccountH), 

The three standard sectors are: 
(i) Business enterprise sector. 

(ii) General government sector. 
(iii) Private Non-profit sector. 

In the standard national accounts definitions, institutes of higher education 
are divided between the general government sector (if they are part of the public 
education system), the private non-profit sector and the business enterprise 
sector). 
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l. Agriculture, forestry, hunting and fishing. 

2. Mining and quarrying. 

3. Ma . .nufa_cturi.ng industry. 

'-I·. CGnstruction 1 uti1ities 1 com:nerce, transport and services. 

_But most countries will be able to sub-divide group :'.i and 4 into tbe Sta11dard 

;J die;it heHd:Lne;s of the I.S.I.G. and this is essential for useful comparisons between 

:Lnd1u.d,rialised countries. In a J.'ew cases it is desirable to go beyond the I.S.I.G. 2 -

Jigit classification. [<'or example in R. and IJ. statistics it is essenti.al to •3epara 1~"2 

the aircraft industry from other .forms of transportation equipment i:u Group 3e of the 

T.S.I.C. •rhcre <.lrc some other inclustr:Les which are particularly research-intensive and 

of ~:;peciH] interest from the standpoint of R. and D.; these also neeessita~e sub-· 

di v:i.si on of the I. S. I. C. 2 digit headings. On the other hand the re ::i.re a _few of !;he 

l.S.I.G. ~~digit headings which are relatively insignifieant at present for H.. -'°ind D., 

combined. A suggested form of inclustri.al clas.sific8tion which and some of these may be 

t<1kes into o.ccount these 

Appendix I. 
variat:i.ons from the standard 2 - digit head:inri;s is nhown in 

5.5 :r11e _J~~ne£al Government Sector 

~Phe f'unction of 11 Gene1•al Government" is to organise for, but not normally to 

seJ.1 to, the community those common services which cannot otherwise be conveniently m1d 

economically provid.ed, and to act as the administrative agency for the economic and social 

pclicy o.f the conunw1ity. This sector includes central and local government agencies 

which undertake such activities as administration, de.fence and health services. They 

arr.~ included irrespective of their treatment in the government budget. They ineJude 

~;overnmeut research establishments of various kinds, such as defence research organ:i.s.:1.

tio11s, atomic research institutes, space research agencies, agricultural and medical 

r·er;e<Jreh establishments, inst:i_·tutes for basic research and applied research in physics, 

chemistry, biology) engineering and so forth. 

).6 f:l_\..'.E_:-div:i.sion oJ the General Government Sector 

i.General Gove·rnment" accounts in the natj onal income definitions are not the 

same as the Budget of the Central Government. The latter may include some 1tems, such 

as the financing of state owned enterprises, which are classified in the bus1ness enter-

pri.~e ~.ector in national accounts. On the other hand the national lncome conce~pt of 
11 General CToverrunent" :i.neludeH local and regional Government authorities as well o.s the 

Central Goverllill.ent . Nevertheless, bearing in mind these important conceptional d.Lf--

.fc1·cnc~es, it is st:i.11 necessary to analyse Government expenditure for H. and D. by finar.-

cial source, according to the programme categories which appear in the budget. Sucb Hn 

anHlys:i.s is useful both .from the point of view of government policy (especially when 

di[;cussing the budgets and research policies of the various ministerial departments and 

governm(~nt :institutions), Bnd of intc~rnational comparison. It is particularly 1u.:erul 

to distinp;1;ish separately such activities as space research, military research and ~tornic 

energy research. '11hey coni::;urne a very large volume of funds, whenever they are under-

taken, ;_illd have their own peculiarities which mal-;:e separate measurement work desirable. 
11:his ar11:1.L7-sis may -be made by combining budget information with :information obtain\<:id frolfi 

departments and institutions on the amount of each budget :item devote(l to n. end D. It 

ls r-ecommendeJ, in order to facilitote international comparison, thH.t results ·oc _prc;:::,~i_i-

ted 1_!Ge0rding t;o tl1e outline shown in Appendix XI. 



3. '7 'l'he Private Non-Profit Sector 

1:he private non-profit sector includes all private organisations, which ~ire 

not established primarily with the aim of earning a profit, and are not mainly rendering 

services to enterpJ:-ises. '.l'hey are maintained by fees, dues and donations from members 

and sponsc>rs, by grants from government and enterprises, and often they will also obtain 

revenue from the direct sale o.f some of their services, or for example, sale of publi-

catioDH. Typical examples of research organisations belcngin.g to this sector are all 

voluntary scientific societies, philanthropic research foundations and non-profit re-

search institutes which are not speeifically serving industry. Although they may some-

times be operated on a profit basis or as a part of general government serv:i_ce 1 zoos, 
botanic<.J.1 gardens and museums also belong typically to this sector, and in the scheme 

adopted h~re all such organisations are included in it irrespective of their sources of 
finance and mode of operation. Finally. voluntary health agencies belong to this sec

tor, such as for example cancer research institutes operated by charitable funds and 

private donations. 

Research performed by individual inventors in private households or elsewhere 

is hardly included at all. 1l'his is a serious omission, but perhaps no more serious than 

the omission of 11 do-it-yourself" activities from the statistics of national ineome. In 

"beth (:ases -practical problems of measurement prevent the achievement of the HOlutton 

which is theoret:i.cally most desirable. In principle, _private households and non-profit 

activities of individuals are included in the private non-profit sector, but measurement 

is possible only of private donations to finance research in other sectors and i.n non

profit in::ititutes, and of some payments to individual in·\rentors .from other sectors. 

).8 The Hi.gher Education Sector 

The hi[?',lleL· edueation sector includes all universities, colleges of teehnology 

and other institutes of higher education, whatever their sources of finance or legal 
status, It includes also institutes exclusively engaged in research, which are attached 

to or under the general supervision of institutes of higher education and their subsi

dia:cy or affiliated bodies such as experimental stations and clinics. 

For reasons noted in paragraph 3.2 it is useful to sub-divide the higher 

educa.tion sector into the three standard national accounts sub-divisions, in accordance 

with their sources of finance and mode of operation. 

3.9 Fundamental Research, Applied Research and Development in addition to the classi

fication by economic sectors 

A second important form of classification of research activity is the division 

between: 

(i) Fundamental research; 

(ii) Applied research; 

(iii) Development. 

It is well known, for example, that a high proport5.on of total R. and n. ex

pendj_ture in the chemical industry, is for fundamental and applied research, whereas in 

the aircraft industry a very bigh proportion is for development. Such differences be-

tween industrj_es or enterprises, between sectors, and between countries, are of the 

greatest interest for analysis and policy. 
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'I'he basic definitions of these categories have already been given at the be

ginning of Section II. Inevitably, a great deal depends on the judgement of respondents 
in making this classification, and the frontiers between basic and applied research on 
the one hand, and between applied research and development on the other, may often be 

difficult to establish. As a practical aid in classification the following supplementary 
criteria have been elaborated by the ne1egation Generale a la Recherche Scientifique et 
Technique, and is shown in Appendix IX. 

3.10 Classification by Fields of Science 

Thirdly, it is useful to classify R. and D. by scientific field. As the 
O.E.C.D. has already done some work on the classification of scientific and technical 
personnel, the same basic system has been used to avoid the complication of more than one 

system of classification being used by the same international organisation (see Appendix 
II). In its surveys of scientific manpower, the 0.E.C.D. has based itself on the UNESCO 
system, which offers an additional advantage from the standpoint of international stan
dardisation. The scheme shown here is therefore also based on that used by UNESCO in 

their surveys of higher education with vecy minor modifications. It has six principal 
divisions (Column 1) and about 30 sub-divisions (Column 2). For most purposes this 

degree of refinement is probably sufficient, and experience in the 0.E.C.D. surveys has 
shown that most O.E.C.D. countries are able to adjust their own classification. It may 
be useful, however, occasionally to use a more elaborate system, and an example of this 

type, worked out by the N.S.F. is shown in Appendix IIa. Moreover, there appear to be 
still some ambiguities in the UNESCO/O.E.C.D. classification, and it is to be hoped that 

the work now in progress in this field will soon result in an improved standard rubric 
for this purpose, and more detailed guidance for respondents. Owing to new developments 
in science itself, this type of classification will require regular recons.ideration and 
revision, and this type of work should be a normal part of O.E.C.D. activity in this 

field. It may be desirable at a later 
suited to the 

importance of 

requirements of R. 
inter-disciplinary 

and D. 
stage to work out a new classification specially 
statistics and taking account of the growing 

fields of research. The UNESCO classification is 
mainly suited to the needs oi' manpower measurement. 

).11 Other Methods of Classification 

It is possible to conceive of many other ways of classifying R. and D. activity 
and some of these have been attempted in Member cnuntries with varying degrees of success. 
For example, within the business enterprise sector, the N.S.F. has measured R. and D. 

activity not only in terms of the industrial classification of the enterprise conducting 
research, but also in terms of the "product field 11 of the objects of research and develop

ment. This is particularly useful because one difficulty in making international com
parisons between industries lies in the company structure of the business enterprise 
sector. A company may operate in several different industries, but it is a common prac-
tice when statistics are collected on a company basis to classify companies in one in
dustry only according to their principal product fields. This may lead to considerable 
"blurring" of the industrial classification borders. For this reason, where possible 
it is desirable, as in Census of Production Statistics, to classify by establishments 

rather than companies or at least (as in the United Kingdom 1962 Survey) by broad divi-
sions of very large firms. But national 
tical, a classification of the objects of 

product fields is a valuable (and in some 

circumstances vary and when this is not pr·.-<'·
Company R. and D. expenditures by principal 
respects better) alternative. 
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To take another example, it may be useful to measure the distribution of R. and 
D. activities in terms of the principal geographical regions of a country. Such studies 

may have an important bearing on policies relating to the location of industry, and re-

gional economic development. They do not, however, lend themselves readily to any stan-
dard system of international comparison. The method of dealing with the operations of 

international compBllies and organisations is described in paragraph 4.8 and further dis-
cussed in Section VI. For some purposes it may be useful to classify the business enter-
prise sector according to the form of ownership or size of enterprises. For example it 

may be sub-divided between privately-owned enterprises, state-owned enterprises, and 

various forms of mixed ownership. Or it may be divided by size categories according to 

numbers employed, capital employed or turnover. Another method of classification is to 
distinguish R. and D. on products from that on processes, and to separate improvements 

of existing products and processes from new developments. None of these are included 
here in order to avoid over-elaboration but at a later stage it may be useful to include 
other categories and dimensions within the framework of the scheme. 
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SECTION IV' METHODS OF MEASURING R. AND D. ACTIVITY 

4.1 Introduction 

Ideally, it would be desirable to measure R. and D. activity both in terms of 

the input of resources and in terms of the output. But the difficulties in the way of 
output measurement are still too great to establish any satisfactory standards. 

The two principal methods of input measurement are measures of expenditure on 
R. and D., and measures of manpower employed in R. and D. Each of these methods has its 
own specific advantages and disadvantages. It has generally been found in practice that 

surveys of manpower are easier to carry out than expenditure surveys. The reasons for 
this are inherent in the organisation of R. and D. activity itself. Research organisa

tions frequently carry out 11 non-research" activities. It is relatively simple to make 
deductions for this, on the basis of a man/hours calculation even if it involves estimates 
of part-time activity. It is much more difficult to make calculations in terms of 

expenditure, as the accounting system, (even if separate accounts exist!) may not lend 
itself to this purpose - overheads may be shared with other departments and organisationsi 
certain items such as capital expenditure, may be carried on a different budget and so 

forth. In fact, frequently the only satisfactory expenditure calculation may be via a 
man/hours calculation. For these and similar reasons, surveys of R. and D. activity 

have sometimes been confined exclusively to qualified scientific manpower engaged in 

research and development. 

4.2 Measurement of R. and D. Manpower 

Perhaps the most difficult problem in measuring manpower is that of part-time 
personnel, who divide their time between R. and D. and other activities. The solution 
proposed is that used in several national surveys: the concept o.f 11 full-time equivalent". 
For example, a research department may employ 80 scientists and engineers who are virtual

ly full-time on R. and D. work; in addition it may employ 15, who spend part of their 
time on technical services to customers, and on an average, only two-thirds of their time 
on R. and D. The ":full-time equivalent 11 employment of scientists end engineers in this 

Department would be 90. 

Estimates of "full-time equivalent 11 are necessary to obtain a picture of the 

total input of man-years into R. and D. activi~;y. But they are usually not necessary 

or practicable for more detailed classification by disciplines, qualification and so 
forth. For this purpose different concepts are needed: that of manpower engaged full
time and part-time, in research and development activity. In the example above, the 
number of full-time in R. and D. is 80 and part-time, 15, whilst the 11 full-time equiva
lent" is 90. But obviously the scientific disciplines and qualifications are best ana

lysed for all 95. Very frequently, surveys of scientific manpower engaged in R. and D. 
will be a part of wider surveys of total employment of scientific manpower. The quali
fications and discipline of those spending less than 50 per cent of their time on R. and 

D. will be recorded under other headings. This applies, for example, to University 
staffs. But where wider surveys are not being made, it will bJL.llecessary to measure all 
of those doing part-time research work. 
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4.3 Categories of R. and D. Manpower 

Manpower employed on R. and D. may be divided into three principal categories: 

(i) Qualified scientists and engineers, or their equivalent. 

(ii) Technicians. 

(iii) Other supporting personnel. 

All three groups should be measured, but the first group requires greater detail 

of classification. Personnel who are engaged in the management and administration of 

R. and D. should be included throughout, but as a separate category. 

The definitions of the three principal groups are identical with those used in 

the O.E.C.D. Survey of Scientific and Technical Personnel(20). A qualified scientist or 

engineer is a person who has obtained: 

(a) A university degree in science or equivalent, or 

(b) An equivalent diploma, or 

(c) A:ny other diploma which, in some countries, though of less then university 

degree standard, is nationally recognised as qualifying a person as a 

professional scientist or engineer. 

(d) Any other training which, though of less than university level or diploma 

as specified above, is nationally recognised as qualifying a person as a 

professional scientist or engineert (e.g. admission to professional 

societies or institutions, or having the qualifications necessary for such 

admission). 

Each of these categories should be distinguished, In group (d) there will be 

some persons who, whilst they do not possess any 

by 

formal qualifications, are nevertheless 

qualified engineers and scientists. performing the functions normally carried out 

Such people may include some, who have failed 

C·'.'1_t~~lu, ar~::=i, some who never embarked on it. 

to complete their university or other edu-

Scii;cnt~ .. cs and engineers engaged in R. and D. should also be classified accor

ding to the sc· ~ntific discipline of their qualifications or training. For this purpose 

the classifi~ation is that shown in Appendix: Table II. 

Ideally it is desirable to measure R. and D. manpower in two waysi first, 

classified by qualifications or training ("trained as 11
) and secondly classified by pre

sent occupation ( 11 employed asn). It is essential to realise that these are not identi

cal and that persons who qualify in a particular description may not be employed in the 

same branch of science, or indeed in any branch. Because of the amount of work involved 

in collecting manpower statistics on this "two-way11 basis, it may often be necessary to 

make use of Surveys which are undertaken for purposes other than measurement of R. and 

D. 1 for example, manpower Surveys undertaken for employment or education statistics, or 

for a Census of Population. The inclusion of a few additional questions in such wide 

Surveys will often obviate the need for additional separate inquiries and questionnaires. 

Technicians are those who have received not less than one year of formal 

technical education, or equivalent part-time study, after leaving secondary school at the 

non-advanced level. They may also include some persons, who have attained the same 

level of technical training in some other way, without formal education, e.g. within 

enterprises or the armed forces. Examples of the occupations normally filled by this 

category of persons are draughtsmen 1 laboratory assistants, electronic technicians, 
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"Other supporting personnel" include skilled craftsmen such as electricians 

or fitters, and unskilled assistants, directly engaged in R. and D. activity, including 

the management and administration of this activity, when this is a specialised function, 
e.g. secretaries. All three groups exclude indirect labour engaged in providing or 
maintaining a subsidiary service such as heat, water, canteen facilities, office ~leaning, 

cloakrooms and so forth, even though expenditure on these services is included in intra
mural expenditure estimates. Also excluded is all labour employed in the production of 

materials and equipment, purchased from outside the R. and D. organisation, and all 

labour employed on extra-mural contracts or sub-contracts. 

4.4 Manpower Statistics related to Expenditure Statistics 

On the basis of surveys on the one hand of manpower, and on the other hand of 

expenditure, it is possible to construct estimates of the costs per R. and D. scientist 
or engineer classified by sectors, by industries and various other categories of re
search organisation. It is also possible to assess the ratio of technicians and sup
porting personnel for each qualified scientist or engineer by sectors and by industries. 

International cost comparisons will still be a difficult matter because of the 
problem of relative prices of inputs, such as scientists' salaries, in different coun-

tries. This problem can be resolved by the collection of price series and expenditure 
breakdowns in each country. But there remains the additional problem of comparability 

of qualifications between various countries, The quality of degrees and other quali
fications cannot be assessed by these statistical comparisons and this limitation must 
be constantly kept in mind. 

Although scientific manpower is undoubtedly the most important input, it is 
essential that manpower surveys be supplemented by expenditure surveys. These are the 

only satisfactory figures for some objectives of micro-economic analysis and for many 
public and private policy decisions. For example the budgets of governments and other 

organisations must use expenditure and cost data, and analysis of the flow of funds be-
tween sectors is one of the most interesting results of R. and D. surveys. Expenditure 
data are needed to compare investment in R. and D. with such other economic variables 

as investment in fixed assets or in education. Satisfactory data on expenditure will 
make it possible to measure all the principal inputs into R. and D. including materials 
and capital equipment, as well as manpower. It is true that a satisfactory time series 
on R. and D. expenditure would have to take account of changes in the value of money, 

arising from changes in the input prices for R. and D. activity. Also, satisfactory 
cross-country comparisons would have to take account of national differences in the 

prices of various inputs and the proportions in which they are combined. These tech
nical problems are essentially similar to those involved in time series of national 

income, or cross-country comparisons of national product, and can be dealt with by the 
same sort of techniques{lO). One of the most valuable results of measuring both man
power and expenditure, is the accumulation of data on the comparative costs of R. and D. 
activity. It is possible, for example, to compare the costs per research scientist in 
different industries or firms, or in the same industries in different countries. Thus, 
despite the practical difficulties involved in expenditure estimates, they are essential 

tools for economic analysis and policy decisions. Satisfactory national surveys must 
cover both expenditure and manpower. 
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4.5 Measurement of Expenditure: Capital Expenditure and Depreciation 

The central principle adopted is that expenditure statistics should cover the 

full costs of R. and D. activity, that is all current operating costs including overheads 

and capj_tal expenditure. One of the more difficult problems encountered in national 

surveys has been the treatment of depreciation in relation to capital expenditure. In 

principle it would be desirable to measure separately that part of capital expenditure, 

which is for replacement 

addition to the stock. 

of the existing stock, and that part which constitutes a net 

In practice, no country has succeeded in doing this. Some 

countries have, however, measured gross capital expenditure in all sectors on an annual 

basis, for example, Iceland and the Netherlands. The method which is proposed here is 

that which has been adopted in these two countries. It has two main features: 

(i) The complete exclusion of all depreciation provisions for building, plant 

and equipment, whether real or imputed. 

(ii) The separate measurement of the annual gross capital expenditure actually 

incurred by performers, irrespective of the method of finance the period 

over which this may be written off, or whether the expenditure is for re

placement or an addition to assets. 

This solution is proposed for three reasons. First, the actual sums set aside 

for depreciation are useless for purposes of international comparison, because of dif

ferences in tax laws. Thus, for example, in the United Kingdom, four-fifths of any 

capital expenditure shown to be for research purposes could be set against taxable income 

in the first year of its life, whereas in the German Federal Republic the normal rates for 

depreciation of capital equipment apply(ll). Recently even more generous provisions 

have been made in the United Kingdom. 

Secondly, in the general government sector no provision is normally made for 

depreciation of fixed assets. It is true that this is sometimes imputed, for example, 

for estimates of the net national product, but no satisfactory method for this calcula

tion has:/"':_; bet:n1 f'"colved(l2). In the case of fixed assets for research and development 

the problem is m~re difficult as the variation in length of life of assets is greater. 

It is almost impossible to estimate the life of some research assets until after the 

event. Consequently even within a country, satisfactory comparisons betwP.en sectors 

cannot be made unless depreciation provisions are excluded, and aggregates for a national 

series cannot be compiled unless the sector totals are put on a comparable basis. 

Thirdly, it is useful to know whether the cycle of capital expenditure for R. 

and D. purposes follows that for business investment in general, and the degree to which 

it is independent of other elements in its business cycle. 

Thus, although for particular surveys it may be useful to collect figures on 

actual or imputt!d provisions for depreciation, it is desirable that these should be 

separately recorded and not included in a global figure of "current costs". In this 

way, valid inter-sector and international comparisons will be facilitated, and data on 

the real tr~nd of capital expenditures assembled. 

In measuring actual capital expenditure, small tools and instruments and minor 

improvements to existing buildings will normally be excluded, as in most accounting 

systems these items are carried on current expenditure accounts. All major items of 

equipment, apparatus, plant and pilot plant should be included, and all new buildings 

and major renovations or alterations to existing buildings. The boundary between 11 minor 11 

and 11 major 11 items may vary slightly in different countries, according to taxation 
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practice, and between different firms and organisations in the same country, according 

to accounting practice. But these differences are rarely significant and it is probably 

neither necessary nor practical to insist on any rigid standard for this purpose. A 

breakdown between buildings on the one hand and apparatus and equipment on the other, is 

useful. In the case of buildings or other fixed assets which are shared between re-

search organisations and other bodies or between research and 11 related activities*', a 

proportion of the total cost must be allocated. In the case of buildings, th5.s can 

probably be most easily made on the basis of the estimated use in hours or days. Legal 

payments or stamp duties in connection with the purchase of buildings should be included 

as part of the capital expenditure. Only the expenditure actually incurred during the 

given year should be recorded, even if this means dividing the total expenditure on a 

particular asset between two or more years. 

4.6 Current Expenditure 

In the scheme of measurement proposed here, current expenditure on R. and D. 

excludes actual or imputed provisions for depreciation, It includes: 

(i) Wages and salaries and all related elements of labour costs (or 11 fringe 

benefits 11
) such as bonuses, holiday pay, contributions to pension funds, 

payroll taxes and welfare expenditure. 

(ii) Materials and equipment, other than major items of capital equipment, 

including books, journals, reference material, subscriptions to libraries, 

scientific societies, and so forth, whether incurred for individual re

search workers or for the research organisation as a whole. Including 

also the imputed or actual cost of prototypes or models made outside the 

research organisation. 

(iii) Water and fuel, including gas and electricity. 

(iv) Maintenance and repair of buildings and equipment. Rent and rates. 

Cleaning. Replacement of office furniture and fittings. 

(v) Administrative expenses and a share of overhead costs in the case of re

search departments or institutes sharing premises or facilities with other 

parts of a large organisation. Including office expenses, telephone and 

telegraph, transport, travel, entertainment, printing and duplicatiHg 

services, canteen facilities, storage expenses, accounting costs, insu

rance. 

It will not normally be necessary, to require respondents in each sector to 

show annually a breakdown of their current expenditure into the above five or more sub

divisions. A global figure will usually be sufficient, but occasionally jt will be 

necessary, whether by regular survey or by special sample enquiries, to obtain a detailed 

breakdown of current expenditure. This is needed first of all to provide data for 

comparison of R. and D. costs between different sectors, industries and organisations; 

secondly to provide the means for constructing indices of R. and D. costs. Such indices 

are essential for comparisons of expenditure over time and between countries. 

As a general rule it is desirable always to measure R. and D. expenditure, 

both by the sources of finance.and by the sectors of performance, or sub-divisions of 

these sectors. In itself, this is a check on the accuracy of the figures which are 

obtained, and it also gives an insight into the relationships between the various sectors 

of the economy. In order to measure the flow of funds between sectors, respondents to 

surveys are required to distinguish between "intra-mural 11 and 11 extra-mural" expenditure. 
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4.7 Intra-mural Slld Extra-mural Expenditure 

"Intra-mural" expenditure includes all funds used for the performance of R. and 

D. within a particular organisation or sector of the economy, whatever the sources of 

finance. 

"Extra-mural 11 expendi ture includes all funds spent on the performance of R. and 

D. outside a particular organisation or sector of the economy. This includes the spe-

cial case of e:X:penditure on research performed abroad, here defined as "external" expen

diture, which should however be separately recorded by respondents. Another category 

requiring separate measurement is expenditure on patents, licensing, and technical 11 know

how". 

'rhe sources of finance for intra-mural expenditure should be recorded and 

classified by sectors. For example, the research department of an industrial firm may 

receive money .from the general government sector, and also for contract research performed 

on behalf of other business enterprises in addition to its own allocations for R. and D. 
These sources must be distinguished, so that it is possible to calculate, for example, 

for each branch of industry the proportion of expenditure financed by government. In

come arising from the sale of prototypes or pilot plant or new materials developed in a 

research organisation, should be recorded, but it should on no account be deducted from 

the total of intra-mural expenditure. The same applies to income from the sale of 

patents, or income arising from licensing arrangements, or the sale of technical know-how 

(See Section V). If a research organisation sub-contracts part of its work to some 
other research organisation, this must be recorded as extra-mural expenditure to avoid 

double-counting. If work is performed by a 11 non-research 11 organisation, which will not 

be recorded in another respondent's return as "R. and D. activity11
, this should be treated 

as a purchase of equipment or services, and not as extra-mural expenditure. An example 

is the construction of a model, or the fabrication of specific components for a pilot 

plant. 

Measurement of Extra-mural Ex:pen~iture _on Research and Development 

A businc~s enterprise, or government department, or a non-profit institution 

which requires ~he performance of R. and D. work need not necessarily undertake this 

activity itself. There are various ways in which the work can be done on an 11 extra-
mural" basis. Government departments may place research and development contracts with 

industrial firms, and in some countries this "extra-mural 11 expenditure is greater than 

the "intra-mural 11 expenditure of General Government. Enterprises themselves may place 

research contracts with each other, with universities, or with non-profit research ins

titutes. In a somewhat different category are general donations for the promotion of 

research, without any specific contractual obligation on the part of the recipient. 

But these too should 

funds for R. and D. 
be measured in order to provide comprehensive data on the flows of 

Finally, the results of R. and D. performed elsewhere may be pur-

chased by payment of royalties under licensing agreements, the outright purchase of 

patents, or the conclusion o.f arrangements for the sale or exchange of technical 11 know

how". 

All of these transactions are important, but it is essential that they should 
be separately distinguished. Therefore, respondents to surveys in each sector are 

required to enter their extra-mural expenditure under two main headings: contract re

searcb and general donations: and to record payments for royalties, patents etc., 

separately. Each of these headings is sub-divided by sectors, and classified into 11 home" 

and 11 external 11
• An example of the type of entry envisaged is part of the questionnaire 
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used in the Netherlands Survey of Research and Development (1959), which is shown in 

Appendix III and Appendix IV. 

It will be noted that the classification of recipien~s of general subscriptions, 
grants and donations does not include business enterprises. This is for the obvious 

reason that nobody makes general donations to business enterprises in the Netherlands. 
Similar minor differences will apply to the questionnaires in various sectors in different 

countries, but the basic aim, whatever the local variations in design of the surveyt will 
be to obtain a complete picture of the flow of funds from all organisations making extra

mural payments for R. and D. 

Non-Performing Intermediary Organisations 

This will include those in Category I.C.4, of the Netherlands form, even though 
they are not performers themselves. Well-known examples of such organisations outside 
the Netherlands are the Stifterverband flir die Deutsche Wissenschaft, and the Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft in the German Federal Republic. Although such bodies introduce 

an extra complication for purposes of analysis of the flow of flUlds, the actual collec
tion of data from them is relatively simple. As they are themselves concerned to pro
mote R. and D. they are normally keen to assist in the collection of statistics, and in 

fact may take the initiative, as in Germany. Furthermore, as they are concerned al~ost 
exclusively with the acquisition and distribution of funds for R. and D., their accounts 

are comprehensive and relatively easily analysed. 

But there is one important difficulty arising from the fact that they receive 
grants from several different sectors which are not "ear-marked" for any particu]ar use. 

These may be distrJ.buted in differing proportions in other sectors 1 and some of them may 
be used by performers for purposes other than R. and D. 

In the case of organisations which are purely intermediaries and not themselves 
performers, it is necessary to make an arbitrary convention on the sources and disposi-· 

tion of funds which are not "ear-marked 11 for a particular purpose. The sources of each 
grant are assumed to be in the same proportion as the total general income of the inter-

mediary donors' organisation. For example, if a voluntary health fund derives 7? per 
cent of its general income from private individuals and 25 per cent from government, the 
recipients of its research grants whatever the amount may be will De deemed to receive 

their funds from these sources in the same proportion. 

Government R. and D. Contracts 

Government R. and D. contracts with industry present some special problems. 
Even though nominally designated as 11 R. and D." contracts, they may often include a pro

curement element or a "cost-plus" element. Alternatively, procurement contracts may 
include an R. and D. element of unknown dimensions. Consequently, although the budget 
figures of government departments provide a rough guide to the extent of R. and D. work 
financed by the government, they cannot be regarded as satisfactory substitutes for R. 
and D. estimates of the performers themselves. These estimates should be based OD the 

same basic principles as those outlined above, and not on any separate principle, such 
as the inclusion of all expenditure incurred under a government R. and D. contract. 

4.8 Ad,justments for Non-research Activities 

There is probably some tendency for specialised research establishments to 
over-estimate their R. and D. expenditure, as typically, a research organisation will be 
performing some non-research !unctions. It is necessary for the expenditure on these 
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activities to be deducted from the total expenditure of the organisation, and in the 

scheme proposed here 1 this calculation should be explicitly recorded. Respondents must 

in any case make this calculation so there seems to be no reason why it should not be 
used to furnish information on the extent of related activities carried out by research 

organisations. Normally, the calculation will probably be made, by estimating the 
percentage of man-hours devoted to various activities other than R. and D. and applying 
this to the expenditure figures. But sometimes, accounting procedures may have been 

designed to facilitate this type of analysis and in~roduce a greater degree of refinement. 
Obviously it is desirable to make some adjustment for major differences in costs other 

than manpower costs, such as equipment, materials and overheads, but it is impractical 
to insist on any elaborate system of accounts which would allow for all such variations. 

In the case of major items of capital equipment a. precise allocation may often be possible 
if they serve either research or some other function. 

In the case of organisations which are not primarily research establishments, 

there is probably some tendency to under-estimate their expenditure on R. and D. This 
will normally be due to the omission of indirect costs for personnel, who spend only a 

small part of their time on R. and D. work. It should be emphasised in the instructions 

to such respondents, that although the calculation of research expenditure may initially 
be based on a man-hour estimate, this should be applied not only 
but to all ·other items of cost including a share of overheads. 

larly for example, to institutes of higher education. 

to salaries and wages, 

This applies, particu-

In the case of respondents ln the business enterprises sector, 

requested to state whether they have a specialised R. and D. department. 
such a department, they should show: 

they should be 

If they have 

(i) The total intra-mural capital and current expenditure for this department, 
in the given year, including any expenditure for non-research activities. 

(ii) The appropriate deductions for estimated capital and current expenditure 
on non-research activities. These may be classified to distinguish 
other scientific activities separately. 

(iii) The estimated additional R. and D. expenditure incurred within the enter

prise but outside the R. and D. department, for example, in production 
units. 

4.9 Gross Expenditure on Research and Development (G.E.R.D.) within a country 

Figures, collected from respondents in each sector of the economy, on their 
intra-mural and extra-mural expenditure and sources of finance, will make it poasible 
to construct aggregates for each sector and for the country as a whole. Total expendi

ture on R. and D. within a particular country is here defined as '1Gross Expenditure on 
Research and Development" (G.E.R.D.). This concept excludes all payments for patents, 

licences and know-how, It includes R. and D. financed from abroad, but performed inside 
the country; it excludes external payments or donations for R. and D. performed over-
seas. In the case of, international enterprJses, only that part of their R. anU D~ 

which is actually performed within the frontiers of the country concerned, is included. 
If the international enterprise imports the results of R. and D. performed by other 
associated or subsidiary concerns abroad, then the actual or imputed payments for this 
will be recorded, either under external extra-mural expenditure for contract research, 
or under external payments for patents, licences and know-how. Contributions by govern
ment to inter-governmental international research organisations, such as C.E.R.N. 1 are 
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included in external payments. But the expenditure of such bodies in the countries in 

which their research facilities may be located should be excluded from the G.E.R.U. of 

the countries concerned. It will be also useful to supplement the figures for gross 

expenditure within a given country, with figures of gross expenditure.£.! that country. 

This concept excludes R. and D. financed from abroad but performed within the country, 

but includes external payments for research per·formed abroad (although not external pay-

ments for licences and know-how, which are separately treated in Section Y). In accor-

dance with national income concepts, the territory of a given country includes, in addi

tion to the territory within its political frontiers, ships, vehicles and aircraft opera

ted by domestic carriers even while in the territorial waters or over the territory of 

another country, provided they are not exclusively employed on another country's terri

tory. 

Classification of G.E.R.D. 

The G.E.R.D. within a given country may be sub-divided and classified in various 

useful ways. The principal forms of classification have already been discussed: by 

sectors of the economy, by the three main categories of R. and D. 1 and by scientific 

fields. These forms of classification applied to the G.E.R.D. of any particular country 

will readily show, for example, the proportion of the total which is performed by insti

tutes of higher education, or by business enterprises or by individual industries within 

this sector. They will show the approximate percentage of a country's G.E.R.D. which 

is spent on fundamental research or on applied research, and the amount spent annually in 

such fields as medical research, agricultural research, and (ultimately) social sciences 

research. Obviously, it is a simp1e matter to combine two or more forms of classifica

tion, as in the example shown in Appendix V, which indicates the expenditure on funda

mental research in each sector of the economy. 

Similarly it would be possible to show research in each scientific field by 

sectors of the economy. Ey combining the three forms of classification one can show, 

for example, the amount of basic research in chemistry in each sector of the economy. 

For some purposes, and particularly for analysis of economic sectors, the G.E.R.D. must 

be classified both in terms of performance and in terms of sources of finance. This is 

most easily done in the form of a simple standard matrix as illustrated in Appendix VI: 

(the figures are purely hypothetical). 

It will often be possible to construct a more sophisticated and complex matrix 

than that shown above(l5), but this model is sufficient for purposes of analysis of the 

main flows of funds between sectors. It is evident at a glance, for example, that the 

"intra-mural" expenditure of "general government 11 is $50 million, compared to $125 million 

of 11 extra-mural 11 expenditure in other sectors, consisting in all probability, mainly of 

R. and D. contracts with industry, general grants and funds for higher education, and 

supporting funds or grants for private non-profit institutes. Or, to take another 

example, it is evident that the higher education sector is not a source of funds for R. 

and D. in any other sector, but 50 per cent of the research expenditure in institutes of 

higher education is financed by the government, and 25 per cent from the private non

profit sector (charitable foundations, etc.). The matrix is based principally on data 

furnished by performers on their intra-mural expenditure and sources of finance. Data 

on extra-mural expenditure is used principally as a check, and to fill in gaps in the 

data furnished by performers. This method is preferred because source organisation:::> may 

not know the actual djsposition of their funds as between R. and D. and related activities 

or the actual year or the expenditure, or the extent to which su-b-contracting takes place 

t)y peri'ormers. 
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A similar type of matrix may readily be constructed for the gross expenditure 

on R. and D. E.J. a given country (as opposed to expenditure within the country). This 

matrix excludes the now showing "income from abroad 11 but includes an extra column showing 
external payments for R. and D. performed outside the territory of the coWltry {See 

Appendix VII). 

A more complex model which attempts to cope with the problem of intermediary 

organisations is shown in Appendix VIII, but to avoid over-elaboration, no proposals for 

standardisation of this type of presentation of results are made. 
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SECTION V: POSSIBILITIES OF MEASURING OUTPUT 

5.1 Introduction 

The output of research cannot be opposed to input in the sense in which the 

latter is normally used in economic terms. The output of research has implications which 

are not only economic, but also related to health, social and military questions, as well 
as to the disinterested search of knowledge. :For this reason, the term 11 results 11 might 

be more apt than "output 11
• 

Precise measurement of output of research is impossible even in the economy. 
Correspondence cannot be established between the cost of a particular piece of research 

(in monetary or manpower term) and its economic results. However, correlations between 
the two can be found and other indicators, economic or otherwise, of the output of re

search can be sought. Generally speaking the crude quantitative presentation of these 
other indicators (number of patents, number of papers) should be avoided due to the over

riding importance of quality factors, and more subtle indicators should be sought. 

Measures of output have not yet reached the stage of development at which it is 
possible to advance any proposals for standardisation. In this field it is rather a 
question of encouraging further research, and already in terms of micro-economic analysis 
some useful work has been done on the output of R. and D. personnel. Among the measures 

which have been used with some success are patent statistics, lists of important inven
tions or innovations, the output of scientific papers, and the private or social returns 

accruing from a particular invention or development. 

But all of these methods of measurement are open to objections if applied out

side a rather limited field. For example, although it may be useful to list the major 
inventions in a particular industry and to investigate, the economic and social circum
stances under which they were made, when it comes to measuring their relative signifi

cance or compiling a national aggregate, the problem of appropriate "weights 11 is almost 
insuperable. Furthermore, a measure of major 11 inventions 11 would necessarily omit alto

gether the myriad of minor improvements necessary for the satisfactory development of 
new products and processes. Similar objections apply to counts of the number of patents 

issued in a particular country over a certain period, see section 5.2. 

Another hopeful possibility for output measurement is in studies of the output 
of scientific papers, and the National Science Foundation is conducting a research pro

gramme in this field. But this work will be of greatest value in the field of develo
pment activity. There are also some pioneering studies on the measurement of social and 
private returns on particular inventions, or the activities of particular research orga
nisations. But each one of these studies involves exhaustive independent research and 
it is inconceivable that aggregate national measures could be derived from this type of 

detailed case study. 

It seems inevitable that for some time to come it will not be possible to 

undertake macro-economic analysis and to make international comparisons on the basis of 
the measurement of output. It is important to be quite clear on the implications of 
this. It means that any variations which mSJ' exist between individuals, firms, indust

ries or nations in the productivity or the quality of R. and D. activity will not be 
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measured. This is an important limitation, but it is one which applies also to measures 

of resources devoted to education, most activities in the government sector, and some 

other economic activities designated as 11 services 11
• 

5.2 Observations on the Use of Patents Statistics with a View to Measuring the Output 
of R. and D. 

Patent statistics can be compiled at different periods from the time of in-

vent ion. 

Ftrstly, they can be compiled when the patent is applied for; a certain 

nUIDber of these applications will be rejected. 

Secondly, they can be compiled at the time of issue o~ the patent. The period 
between application and issue varies from country to country, but it is generally longer 

in those countries which have a preliminary examination of patent applications, after 
which some applications are rejected. 

Finally, patent statistics can be compiled several years (say five) after 
issue, when in certain countries, only those patents on which the annual fees have been 

paid remain in force. For the other countries a similar compilation can be made for 
those patents which have been declared void of novelty in legal patent suits. One can 
assume that this final compilation includes only those patents which are in fact being 

used. 

However, the above statistics cannot give an indication of the total output of 

scientific research. The results of Fundamental Research hardly ever are patented. 
Furthermore, certain inventions are not patented. 

There may be legal restrictions to patenting; for example, in France pharma
ceutical products cannot be patented. Also, certain inventors may prefer to keep their 

inventions secret, or to publish them; - above all when novelty of a patented invention 
is difficult to uphold. Finally, there exist special rules for inventions related to 
Natic,Iial D:'ftonse. 

'11here .::1.re a few difficulties involved in the use of patent statistics, the 
problem of appropriate weights is difficult and there are additional problems such as 
differences between rtrms or other agencies in patent policy. Nevertheless patent 
statisti~s are a fruitful source of information on particular industries of countries, 

although not yet satisfactory or purposes of international comparison of 01rerall R. and 
D. activity. 

5.3 Measurement of Expenditure on Patents, Li.censing and Technical Know-·How 

Payments for patents, licensing and technical know-how are a distinct category 
which should be clearly distinguished from all other extra-mural and intra-mural expend
itureo But although a distinct category and often neglected, they are extremely import

ant. It is evident that no single country can lead simultaneously in all spheres of R. 
and D. Nor can any busin1~ss enterprise be permanently ahead of all its competitors. 

Each country (or enterprise) will wish to "import" some of the results of R. and D. 
performed in the past elsewhere. This applies with particular force to small countries 
(or enterprises) where size is itself a limiting factor; and also to underdeveloped 
countries, and technologically backward industries. But it is also true of the largest 

countries such as the United States and U.S.S.R, Science and technology have always 
been and will remain essentially international in their character. 
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Consequently it is desirable to obtain some measure, however imperfect, of the 
transfer of research results and technical know-how from one country to another. A large 

part of this transfer, especially in the field of basic research, takes place without any 

payments, as the results are freely published and accessible to all. But some rough 
indication of the magnitude of the remaining flow, and of the "technological balance of 

payments" for any individual country, can be obtained by collecting inf'orm.ation on patent, 
licensing and "know-how" expenditure. Such data must cover both receipts and payments. 

These statistics have two advantages compared with those based simply on numbers of pat
ents registered. First, they are "weighted" by the valuation placed by the world market 

on a p~rticular patent or licence. The market is of course very imperfect and so is the 
"weighting" but it is better than none. Only inventions of some economic significance 

will be the subject of licensing arrangements. Secondly, they include expenditure on 
inventions and developments which are not patented for a variety of reasons. This expen
diture takes the form ol' payments for "technical know-how", and there is very little 

doubt that it is increasing rapidly. 

What is true of countries is true also of individual enterprises. No firm is 
self-sufficient, and studies which have been made of the larges.t firms, with highly de
veloped research facilities, suggest that frequently they depend to a large extent on the 

acquisition of the results of R. and D. performed elsewhere, often by means of licensing 

arrangements or technical know-how agreements. 

For all these reasonst a measure or· this flow of funds is desirable, both with
in a particular country and between countries. There are, however, serious defects of 
these statistics relating to the transfer of know-how between parent and subsidiary com

panies or associated companies. In some cases this is paid for in the normal way as a 

market transaction, but in other cases, there are probably also delayed or fictitious 
payments, or inflated payments, made with an eye on the tax position as between various 
countries. Some of these defects could be overcome by requesting enterprises (and other 

organisations benefiting from similar arrangements) to assign an imputed value to the 
know-how which they acquire from parent or associated companies. This valuation would be 
based on the price which would have to be paid on the open market for the transfer of the 
patents, licences or know-how which is received. 

In some cases, statistics on external payments and receipts for patents, li
cences and know-how are obtained quite independently of R. and D. Surveys, for example, 
as a group of invisible transactions for balance of payments statistics, or by patent 
offices. If these statistics are sufficiently comprehensive it may not be necessary to 
include these questions within the framework of an R. and D. Survey. But in most cases 

it will be necessary, as it is desirable to obtain the figures with the same sector and 
industrial breakdown as other R. and D. statistics, and to cover the flow of payments 

within a country as well as outside it. 

Some of these payments, such as the outright purchase of paten~s, may be re
garded as a form of capital expenditure; others, such as royalties, as current expendi
ture. But it does not appear essential to attempt a classification of this expenditure 

along these lines. 
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SECTION VI: CONCLUSIONS 

The standR~n scheme proposed here would permit international comparison of the 

Gross Expenditure on R. end D., of the principal sectors end industries, of the sources 

of finance, of the main fields of expenditure, of external expenditure, of the degree of 
specialisation of research organisations ,and of the expenditure and receipts for patents, 

licensing and know-how. Further, it would permit comparisons of the ratio of G.E.R.D. 
to G.N.P., of the ratio of R. and D. expenditure to net output in particular sectors or 
industries, the ratio of government R. and D. expenditures to other Budget outlays and 
so forth. Similar types of comparison are possible in the case of statistics of scien
tific manpower employed in R. and D. A few O.E.C.D, Member countries have already mea
sured their R. and D. activity largely along these lines. But most have not, and a 

general move in this direction would represent a substantial advance. For one reason or 
another, not all countries will be able or willing to adopt all the standard conventions 

suggested here, but so long as the divergences are clearly defined and measurable, sati
sfactory international comparison will be possible. 

The measurement of R. and D. is still in its early stages. Its level has been 

compared to that of national income statistics before the second World War. It is quite 
evident that there are still important conceptual and practical problems to be resolved, 
and that margins of error for some estimates are still too large for satisfaction. 
Nevertheless, even with their present imperfections, these statistics have already proved 

their worth as useful tools for analysis and policy formulation. All forms of measure
ment involve successive approximations and constant improvement and refinement of con

cepts and methods. This process will continue in the case of R. and D. statistics too. 

It may be useful here to indicate some of the main lines of work, which are 
necessary .for the improvement of these series. It would of course be completely Utopian 
to imagine, that all minor errors of computation and judgement could be eliminated from 
respondents' returns. It is well-known to statisticians that long-established economic 

series, with a justified reputation for reliability and low margins of error nevertheless 
contain innumerable minor errors in the individual returns of respondents. This is true, 
for example, of foreign trade statistics and employment statistics, not to mention most 

of the components of national income series. However, owing to the operation of the law 
of large numbers, in most cases these minor errors are mutually compensating and cancel 

each other out. Consequently small errors by respondents can be disregarded provided 
there is no systematic bias in any one direction. 

In the case of R. and D. statistics it would be useful tr find out, by detailed 
case studies and investigations in several countries, whether there is evidence of syste
matic bias in the returns of respondents on some doubtful questions.. One obvious example 

is the treatment of developments costs, and trial production in such industries as the 
aircraft and motor vehicle industries. Detailed comparison of the R. and D. estimates 
of enterprises in 

for this purpose. 
the same industries, but in different countries, would be very useful 
Interviewing would be essential for satisfactory results. Another 

field for further study is the detailed analysis of government extra-mural R. and D. 
contracts. A third example is the whole treatment of non-research 11 related activities", 

carried ou~ by research organisations. 
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A special problem requiring investigation is the R. and D. work of '1 interna
tional companies" operating in many different countries, such as the oil companies. The 
convention suggested here of measuring the R. and D. performed ~ithin each country, and 
attributing this only to the G.E.R.D. of the country concerned, is not wholly satis
factory and it might be possible, in co-operation with economists in such enterprises, 
to evolve a more satisfactory solution. Its importance may be gauged by examining the 
industrial R. and D. expenditure of the Netherlandso 
account for over half of the total expenditure(l6). 

Four large international companies 
It was not possible to classify 

these companies by industry, so that although the Netherlands Survey is an extremely 
competent piece of work, this detracts considerably from its value for purposes of in
dustrial analysis. Partly, of course, this is a problem of the possible identification 
of confidential data relating to individual firms. It must be hoped in this connection, 
that the great majority of firms will follow the example of those, who have already 
begun to publish data on their R. and D. expenditure and manpower, with their annual 
report and accounts. Provided that standard definitions are used, this would very much 
facilitate international studies and comparisons. 

Another field where there is considerable need for further research work is on 
survey techniques in the higher education sector. At the Frascati Conference Member 
countries agreed to submit papers describing their experience in this field, where the 
problems of separating teaching from research expenditures and measuring part-time em
ployment are particularly difficult. 

In addition to research on ways of improving the existing measures, it is also 
essential to evolve new measures, and explore new fields. It is to be hoped, that the 
O.E.C.D. will initiate work on the measurement of all related scientific activities, and 
of research in the social sciences, so that this manual will be only the first stage of 
a prolonged effort in this vital, but hitherto neglected field of statietice. Continuous 
attention will also be needed to improve the concepts and conventions established in this 
manual and to keep them abreast of new developments in Member countries. 
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APPENDIX I 

Suggested Standard Classification of Business Enterprises Sector 
and Reconciliation with International Standard Industrial 

Classification (I.S.I.C.) 

Sub-Divisions 

I. Agriculture, forestry, hunting and 

fishing 

II. Mining and quarrying 

III. Manufacturing 

Food and drink 

Tobacco 

Textiles 

Clothing and footwear, leather 

Wood, cork and furniture 

Paper 

Printing and publishing 

Petroleum refining and extraction 

Drugs 

Chemicals 

Rubber products 

Stone, clay and glass 

Ferrous metals 

Non-ferrous metals 

Fabricated metals products 

Machinery, excluding electrical 

Instruments 

Other electrical machinery and apparatus 

Aircraft and missiles 

Motor vehicles and parts 

Shipbuilding 

Other transport equipment 

Other manufacturing 
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I.S.I.C. Group Numbers 

Part of 

01 - 04 

11, 12, 14, 19 

20 - 39 

20.21 

22 

23 

24,29 

25.26 

27 

28 

32.13 

Part of 31 

31 (excluding drugs) 

30 

33 

Part of 34 (34.1) 

Part of 34 (34. 2) 

35 

Part of 36 

Part of 36 

Part of 37 

Part of 38 ( 38 .6) 

Part of 38 (38. 3) 

Part of 38 (38.1) 

Part of 38 

39 



Sub-Divisions 

IV. Utilities: construction, transport, commerce 

and services 

Water-works, sanitary services 

Electricity, Gas 

Construction 

Transportation, storage 

Communications 

\Jholesale and retail trade, banking, insurance 
real estate, ownership of dwellings, and 

miscellaneous services 

Engineering and Technical Services 

Other activities 
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I.S.I.C. Group Numbers 

40 - 90 

52 

51 

40 

71 - 72 

73 

61 - 64, 83, 85 
Part of 84 

Part of 84 

90 



APPENDIX II 

Classification by Scientific Fields 

Column 1 Column 2 

Principal fields Sub-division of principal fields 

A. Natural Sciences 1. Mathematics 

2. Physics, mechanics, electronics, astronomy 

3. Chemistry, physical chemistry 

4. Biology, botany, zoology, bio-chemistry, 
bio-physics 

5. Geology and earth sciences, meteorology, 
geophysics 

6. Other 

B. Engineering 1. Metallurgy, mining 

2. Mechanical 

3. Construction, civil 

4. Electrical 

5. Aeronautical 
6. Chemical, fuel and petroleum technology 

7. Textile 
8. Geodesy 
9. General technology- and applied science 

10. Other 

c. Medical Sciences 1. Medicine 
2. Dentistry 

3. Pharmacy 
4. Other 

D. Agriculture 1. Agronomy, rural science 

2. Forestry, horticulture 

3. Dairying, animal husbandry 

4. Veterinary science 

5. Other 

E. Social Sciences 1. Political science, diplomacy 

2. Economics, commerce, banking 

3. Sociology, ethnology 
4. Other 

F. Humanities and Fine 1. Humanities 
Arts 2. Fine Arts 

3. Education 

4. Other 
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APPENDIX IIa 

Classification of Scientific Disciplines 

Mathematics 

Physics 

Algebra 

Theory of numbers 

Logic 

Functional analysis 
Topology 

Geometcy 

General mechanics and engineering 

Probability and statistics 

Numerical analysis 

Applied mathematics 

Other mathematical disciplines 

Theoretical physics 
Mechanical physics 

Accoustics 

Thermodynamics 

Electricity 

Electronics 

Electronphysics 

Electromagnetic rays 
Optics 

Nuclear physics 
Atomic and molecular physics 

Physics of fluids 

Solid state physics 

Other disciplines in physics 

Chemistry and Metallurgy 

Physical chemistry 

.Analytical chemistry 
Chemical engineering 

Mineral chemistry 

Cements, ceramics 

Metallurgy 
Organic chemistry 

Agricultural and food chemistry 

Biochemistry 
Other Chemical disciplines 



Astronom.y and Meteorologr 

Astronomy 
Space physics and astronautics 
Synoptic meteorology 
Specialised meteorology 
Meteorological equipment 
Other meteorology 

Interdisciplinary subjects 

General geophysics 
Geophysical prospecting 
Geochemistry 
Soil sciences 
Hydrology, hydrography 
Oceanography 
Others 

Technolog;r 

Aeronautics 
Construction and civil engineering 
Sanitation engineering 
Equipment machinery 
Mineral exploitation and petrology 
Scientific work study 
Other technologies 

For the Record 

Earth sciences 
Life sciences 
Psychology 
Human and social sciences 

Source: N.S.F. 



APPENDIX III 

Netherlands Research and Development Survey: 

Extract from Questionnaire relating to extra-mural expenditure (13) 

I.B. Expenditure in 1959 on research and development performed 
by order of your enterprises by: 

1. Universities and colleges 

2. Netherlands Organisation for 

Applied Research (T.N.O.) 

3. Other research institutes 

~. Manufacturing industries 

5. Other industries 

6. Others 

Total 

(Guilden) 

of which, 

payment 

~=~ 

A similar breakdown should be made for each of the other main 
categories of extra-mural payments. The next section of the Netherlands 

questionnaire does this for general grants end donations. 
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APPENDIX IV 

Netherlands Research and Development Survey: 

Extract from Questionnaire (14) 

I.e. Subscriptions, grants, donations, etc., for research and 
development purposes, in 1959, paid to: 

1. Universities and colleges 

2. Netherlands Organisation for 
Applied Research (T.N.O.) 

3. Other Institutes which perform 
R, and D. themselves 

4. Organisations which do not 
perform R. and D. themselves 

but which restrict their 
activities to financing and 

co-ordinating R. and D. 

5. Others 
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Total 

of which, 

payment 
abroad 

(Guilden) 



APPENDIX V 

Expenditure on Fundam.entaJ. Research, Applied Research and 
Development in Country A by Economic Sectors CS millions) 

Sector of Performance Fundamental Applied Development Research Research 

Business enterprises 10 45 145 

General Government 5 15 30 

Higher education 30 10 0 

Non-profit institutes 5 5 10 

Total 50 75 185 

Total 

200 

50 

40 

20 

310 
G.N.E.R.D . 

. 
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~ 
Business 
Enter-
prises 
Sector 

General 
Govern-
ment 
.Sector 

Private 
Non-
profit 
Sector 

Higher 
Edu-
cation 
Sector 

From 
Abroad 

Total 
cost of 
Research 
and 
Develop-
ment in 
each 
sector 

Al'PEND IX VI 

Standard Matrix of the G.N.E.R.D. of Colllltry A 
(expenditure within the territory) ($ millions) 

Business General Private 
Enter- Govern- non- Higher 

prises ment profit Education 

Sector Sector Sector Sector 

100 - 5 5 

100 50 5 20 

- - 10 10 

- - - 5 

10 - 5 5 

210 50 25 11-5 
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Total 
Sources 

of 
Finance 

110 

175 

20 

5 

20 

330 
(G.N.E.R.D.) 



APPENDIX VII 

Standard Matrix of the Gross Domestic Expenditures on 
Research and Development by Country A including external payments 

:~· 
Business General Private Higher External 
Enter- Govern- Non- Educatior payments 
prise ment profit (abroad) 
Sector Sector Sector 

Business 
Enterprise 
Sector 100 - 5 5 5 

General 
Government 
Sector 100 50 5 20 5 

Private 
Non-profit 
Sector - - 10 10 -

Higher 
Education 
Sector - - - 5 -

Total 
Re search and 
Development 
in each 210 50 25 '>5 10 
Sector 
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Total 

115 

180 

20 

5 

320 



APPENDIX VIII 

Sources, Performers and Intermediaries: Matrix by Herbert E. 
Striner - John Hopkins University 

Source Performers - Intermediaries performing R. & D. 
of General Higher Private Private funds Government Education Firms Int. Total 

Gen. Govt. 1 50 50 
2 (15) (20) (15) (100) 

Gen. Govt. 3 20 20 
4 (20) (20) 

Gen. Govt. 5 100 100 
6 (10) (80) ( 10) (100) 

Gen. Govt. 7 5 5 
8 ( 5) ( 5) 

Higher Ed. 9 5 5 
10 (5) ( 5) 

Private 11 100 100 
Firms 12 ( 5) (90) (4) 

Private 13 10 10 
Int. 14 (1) ( 9) 

Funds 
received 
directly 50 25 200 15) 

) 
Funds ) 290 spent l for 
R. & D. 15 62 185 28) 

Source: N.S.F. 
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APPENDIX IX 

"Criteria and Categories of Research" 

For the purpose of ascertaining whether a known single or aggregate expenditure 
constitutes a research expenditure or expenditure outside the field of research, the def

initions given in section II may be complemented by a method of examination using more 
detailed criteria. These same criteria also enable a finer distinction to be made bet

ween fundamental and applied research as well as between applied research and development. 

In accordance with the method proposed, 3 basic criteria remain which concern re

spectively~ 

the aims of research 
- the findings of research 

- the type of research work 

Each of these three criteria may be expressed in one or more impersonal and otjec

tive, or else personal and subjective forms, thereby enabling many differences of inter
pretation to be avoided. The attached table contains the terms in which we propose to 

designate these criteria; many other definitions are possible. Those submitted here 

have been the subject and are the direct result of a survey carried out_ in France by the 
D~l~gation Generale B. la Recherche Scientifique et Technique. 

Criterion No. 1. or criterion of the aims of research 

The impersonal form of this criterion concerns the course of intellectual action 
planned for the research operation; this calls for a scale of abstract key-words de

noting a sequence of attitudes in man 1 s mastery of phenomena: 

Identification of a phenomenon or at least of some of its parameters: this a rou
tine activity research as in the earth sciences, astronomy or archaeolog;y; 

Classification - the classification of phenomena is one of the most effective 
methods of imparting knowledge. 

this; 

The descriptive sciences frequently afford examples of 

Comprehension - in a restricted sense; i.e. the formal explanation of phenomena. 
Analogies, as in the physical sciences are often used to this end, but certain aspects of 

mathematical sciences may also be put forward, in which models provide elements of com
prehension. 

Anticipation - anticipation logically is a sequel to comprehension, but in an 
empirical approach may precede itj 

Modification of natural phenomena, and often of their development in time; as in 
an attempt to influence the course of an illness or the trend of an atmospheric distur
bance. 
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To achieve modification local conditions are generally created so that the modi

fied phenomenon can be predicted; chemistry provides numerous examples; (1) 

Application of the phenomena, or of the products and processes which induce them. 

These products and processes ultimately make up the elements o.f man's well-being and the 

instruments of human action. 

However, these stages of intellectual creation are not absolutely distinct one 

from another, as can be seen from the overlapping of key-words between columns I, II and 

III. 

In the personal and subjective form of this aim criterion, research or rather 

organisation of research generally appears to aspire towards the satisfaction of needs: 

first, the need for knowledge; second, the need to know how to operate, act or produce; 

and third, the need to know how to proceed under a set of conditions imposed by concrete 
facts and by the existence of an economic organisation of society. 

These few reflections may help to classify the aims of research. It must however, 
be acknowledged that these aims often elude serious investigation: they are not fixed in 

time and vary according to the points of view adopted by different persons at different 
levels of a hierarchy. This criterion, while useful as it stands must be supplemented 

and cross-checked after the research by the examination a posteriori of other criteria: 

Criterion No. 2 or criterion of research findings 

The criterion of results, in both its impersonal and personal forms, seeks to 
apprehend the object together with the value of such creation to the social economy (or 
at any rate the value it might have had, whether in case of success or failure). 

The findings of so-called fundamental research, that is, the knowledge gained, 

the doctrine established or the general law defined, usually add to a stock of knowledge 
that can only be used later through new research, such as applied research. From another 

angle, this means that.the knowledge is non-negotiable, and it is therefore freely 
divulged. 

In the category of applied researcht the findings as a rule provide a primary 

element which can be used for a product, operation or method, and which can, although 
perhaps not universally, be applied to certain types at any rate of particular in unspe
cified cases. '!'he outcome is that the more clearly the possibilities of application and 

the field of application emerge, the more research findings will take on a subjective 
value and become negotiable, the corollary being its control through secrecy and by 

patents. 

The next obvious step is development research, which consists in defining each and 
every condition - in keeping with the technical progress achieved - of the specific use 
to which the originally discovered primary element will be put. Those whose task it will 
be to negotiate such a result must obviously be cognisant of the completeness of the 
development work and determine whether the invention is in every way prepared for an 
industrial ir.Jlovation. Incidentally, the completeness of work already gives it a certain 

(1) It is important to note that, in this instance, the "modifying'' aim of rc):,:il;:;rc:h j_s 

quite distinct from the experimental method usedj very often the art of the experi
mente-r consists in so modifying a phenomenon as to force it into a simple form; this 
particular modification is therefore a method or device serving to achieve the aim 
of research. 



publicity value, at least from the prestige angle, which should not be confused with the 
publicising of basic findings; this paves the way for the association of promotional 

publicity with extra-research activities, which is a function other than that of publi

cising research. 

Criterion No. 3 or criterion of the type of research work 

This criterion may be considered from many different angles, some of which come 
under what has b8en designated as the impersonal form, and others under the personal 

form. 

Under the impersonal form, we propose special consideration of the following ad

mittedly arbitrary headings; 

- Structure of the work: 

theoretical and speculative - speculative and constructive - constructive and 
possibly semi-repetitive (or partially repetitive) would then be the key-words respect

ively denoting the type of work in the three categories of fundamental research, applied 
research and development research. 

- Organisation of the work; 

unrestricted - guided - supervised would similarly denote the degree of freedom 
enjoyed by the person with research responsibilities in our three categories. 

- Time allowed: 

unspecified - suggested- specified and imperative would represent the same sequ-

ence. 

- Cost: 

in statistical terms, the overall costs Of research in the three categories would 

respectively be proportionate to such co-efficients as 1, 10, 100 in order of magnitude. 
Unfortunately these costs represent capital investment and a simple comparison cannot be 
made with the current operating costs resulting from a research project. 

In the personal form, the criterion of the type of work might be designated 11 qua
lity and experience of the research worker 11

• But the difficulty then is to fix and 

standardise the personal qualities of the ideal research worker. Tentatively, we propose 
the c·)L·_;ideration that these ideal qualities become increasingly diversified as the work 

rL-:-aws nearer to practical industrial application; or again, the more or less openly 

expressed leanings and desires of research workers and engineers: the natural tendency 
of the former is to take up basic research, and of the latter to take up development re
search, or even manufacturing or some aspect of production proper. 

In the various aspects of this criterion, care must be taken to avoid any confus
ion with the earlier criteria or findings and aims; in this instance, the examiner must 
judge neither the intentions that have directed the research, nor the quality of the 

findings achieved, but the conditions, taken as a whole, in which the research actually 
took place. Criterion No. 3 is thus an 11 a posteriori" criterion, like criterion No. 2. 

Without offering any absolute value, these criteria may be extensively applied: 
they may be used in examining research operations and very often they make it possible 
to distinguish ancillary activities without recourse to standard definitions. Finally, 
this present method of definition by separate criteria, if used in conjunction with a 
questionnaire for a survey of research activities, will guide the replies and shape the 

findings into a homogeneous whole. 
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APPENDIX X 

Types of Work done by the Research and 

Development Staffs of 239 Firms 

Type of work 

1. Basic and fundamental scientific research 

2. Laboratory or small-scale investigation of possible 

new materials and purchased components 

3. Trying out new raw materials and purchased 

components in the factory or works 

4. Establishing specifications for raw materials 

and purchased components 

5. Routine testing of raw materials and purchased 

components 

6. Research on methods of testing raw materials 

and purchased components 

7. Designing modifications to existing machinery for 

own use 

8. Design and development of new machinery for own use 

9. Construction of prototypes of new machinery for 
own use 

10. Trying out new machinery in the factory or works 

11. Small-scale investigations of new methods of production 

12. Testing new methods of production in operation 

13. Production control 

14. Testing for control purposes 

15. Laboratory or small-scale investigation of new 

processes 

16. Testing new processes in operation 

17. Routine testing of products 

18. Research on methods of testing products 

19. Design of new products 
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Percentage of 

firms reporting 

49 

73 

65 

57 

43 

49 

56 

56 

49 

41 

74 

54 

17 

37 

75 

60 

36 

74 

74 



Type of work Percentas;e of 
firms reporting 

20. Development of prototypes of new products 75 

21. Testing prototypes 71 

22. Development of components 48 

23. Production of prototypes 45 

24. Running pilot plant 44 

25. Work study 10 

26. Methods engineering 8 

27. Operational research 13 

28. Research on industrial health and safety 10 

29. Technical services to customers 51 

30. Technical sales 17 

31. Market or sales research 10 

32. Investigation of customers' complaints 54 

33. Trainin~ of personnel 36 

34. Statistical services to production department 16 

35. Library services 49 

36. Other technical services to manufacturers' departments 28 

Source: Dr. E. Rudd op. cit. 
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APPENDIX XI 

Outline for the analysis of State exyenditure by financial source 

1. General Research 

A. Research connected with higher education (research in Universities, 

associated institutes and specialised institutes of higher learning) 

B. Special research activity at national level (1) in France: joint research 

activities of the D.G.R.S.T.; in the United States of America; research 

activities and subsidies by the N.S.F, 

2. Priority Sectors 

C. Nuclear research 

D. Space research 

) 

l 
distinguishing 

between 

( non-military 

1 
research 

military research 

E. Military and defence research (excluding nuclear and space research -

see C. and D.) 

3. Special Activity Sectors 

F. Agriculture, fishing and forestry 

G. Construction, building and town-planning 

H. Transport; roads and bridges, merchant marine, civil aviation, meteorology 

I. Telecommunications 

J. Health, hygiene (excluding medical research in Faculties of Medicine, 

included under A.) 

K. Industry: (various subsidies and financing of government research bodies 

where they exist, including mining and quarrying) 

L. Research on behalf of arid or underdeveloped areas 

M. Miscellaneous (to be specified) 

(1) This refers to research activities for which programmes and financial machinery 

have been established in several countries at national and often at interministerial 
level. 
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